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Abstract 

Computer mediated communications (CMC) as means of conducting focus groups 

for market research has been available for approximately 20 years.  Much research has 

been conducted on the comparability of results of online focus groups and face-to-face 

(FTF) focus groups, with the consensus being the two methods yield similar output.  

Executives however, still seem to largely favor results obtained via FTF methods over 

online methods, even though they acknowledge that online methods offer some distinct 

advantages.  The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model 

has been applied to potential users of technology across a wide variety of contexts.  But 

UTAUT has not been explored at the executive decision making level, where the decision 

maker is not a direct user of the technology in question, but is the user of the output of the 

technology.  This research considered the extension of the UTAUT model to that context.  

The results indicated that the UTAUT model could be used to predict an executive’s 

acceptance of a technology and that both personal demographics and organization 

specific attributes can be used to enhance expected model performance. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND 

The focus group is a technique that has been used for over 50 years (Schirr, 2012) 

for purposes of conducting market research. Focus groups are usually formed with two to 

eight people from relatively homogenous backgrounds (Brüggen & Willems, 2009).  

Typically, an experienced moderator/facilitator leads the discussion on a topic being 

researched. The moderator is primarily there as a catalyst for discussion, but he/she also 

serves a couple of other useful purposes. He is there to ensure balance of participation, so 

that no one person is allowed to control the conversation, and so that others are not 

allowed to “sit out” of the conversation entirely. He is also there to engage in deeper 

probing questions when group members put forth general or vague statements.   

In a face-to-face (FTF) focus group, the moderator is said to use visual cues such 

as facial expressions and body language to determine level of agreement/disagreement, 

comfort/discomfort with the course of the discussion (Mason & Davis, 2007). These cues 

can also prompt the moderator to ask for clarification on points, if there appears to be 

confusion. 

With the advent of the Internet and the ability to “connect” people remotely 

through forums like on-line chat, video conferencing, discussion boards, etc., there has 

been a push for utilizing these tools for market research. The primary drivers here are 

cost, speed, and convenience (Trimarchi & Gittelman, 2010).  It is expected to be 

considerably less costly to recruit a panel of individuals for a focus group, if one does not 

have to be concerned with travel expenses for the moderator and the participants. Also, 

since most FTF focus groups are conducted in rented meeting space (unless the research 
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firm has its own facilities), there is usually a cost associated with securing that space. 

Thus, companies that are looking to save expenses have readily gravitated to the 

computer-mediated communication (CMC) idea. 

Logistically, it would seem much easier to coordinate a meeting time for everyone 

to get online than it is to schedule travel or plan for excursions in traffic.  As a 

practitioner, the author has traveled to cities to conduct focus groups of five to eight 

people, only to find himself doing a one-on-one interview with the one person who 

actually showed up. With the CMC approach, it may be that coordinating a gathering 

time is not even necessary. Some focus groups act more as discussion boards where the 

participants contribute in an asynchronous fashion. In this case, the moderator is more a 

collector of ideas and may choose to ask follow-up questions to which participants may 

return to answer at their convenience. This asynchronous approach may actually take 

several days to complete. 

The thought of the CMC approach is certainly appealing from a logistics and cost 

viewpoint. But what information, if any, is lost? Is there information gained? Is there 

concordance in the results from CMC versus FTF methods? If there were disagreements 

(i.e., inconsistencies in results) between the two methodologies, which set of results 

would executive decision makers place more credence?  If one method carries higher 

value, why does the decision maker value it more? Which methodology is perceived to 

yield better (more commercially viable) data?  Does the focus group process itself have 

credibility?  One would have to think there is credibility, given the vast amount of money 

spent conducting focus group research each year.  According to data on the Market 

Research Association website, the number of focus groups conducted in the U.S. doubled 
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between 1990 and 2003 from 110,000 annually to 218,000 annually.  The dollars spent 

on focus groups in 2003 topped $7 billion (Marketing Research Association, n.d.).  Schirr 

(2012) states:  “Despite the empirical evidence for its ineffectiveness, group 

brainstorming remains popular in business and industry” (p. 478). Schirr (2012) goes on 

to suggest that business leaders are unaware of the ineffectiveness of group methods 

because most of the research has been conducted in the social sciences, and not 

marketing or product development. 

Most of the literature the author has found has been generated in the business-to-

consumer (B2C) context. There is considerable data that exists which suggests the 

models used for business-to- business (B2B) marketing differ considerably from those 

used for B2C (Jackson & Wood, 2013).  In B2B research, the sampled audience is 

generally much more knowledgeable about the product or service than in the B2C world.  

So another question to ponder is, because the B2B research is generally done with 

“professionals,” is this group more receptive to CMC or would they actually prefer to 

“get in the ring” and “duke it out” in a room with fellow professionals, thus making FTF 

more preferable?  Is there less of a propensity for these people to participate in a CMC 

forum for fear of privacy of responses, that there may be a competitor “Web 

eavesdropping.”  What about the environment?  If the participants are sitting in their 

offices participating, will there be other distractions occurring that occupy the 

participants’ attention as opposed to a controlled environment? What is the impact for 

product research where there are potential tactile or aesthetic attributes that may influence 

participant feedback?  Some insight to these questions may be gained by analysis of the 
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open-ended statements planned for the study.  Other questions will be included in the 

Chapter 5 as areas for further research.   

There are a lot of questions for which the author has not found answers in the 

literature, regarding the acceptance, particularly by marketing executives, of the CMC 

focus group methodology as a market research tool. This leads to the following research 

statement. 

Research Statement 

Computer-mediated communication: Determining the factors influencing 

acceptance by marketing executives, and their perceptions regarding effectiveness of 

online focus group results as compared to traditional focus groups. 

 This research can be described as exploratory and knowledge building. Both FTF 

and CMC methodologies are used for focus group moderation today. This research is 

going to seek to explain the degree of acceptance of the technology-enabled, online 

research venue and its perceived effectiveness. This is research that the author believes 

has not been thoroughly vetted at this point in time.  

 There has been a lot of research done in the area of technology acceptance. 

Theories and models that explain many of the drivers of a user’s acceptance of a new 

technology do exist.  But conspicuously missing in the literature are explanations as to 

why or how a gatekeeper, or decision-maker, accepts the results of a technology-enabled 

change in methodology.  During the interviews the author conducted with people who 

work in the area of market research, some expressed skepticism towards to the idea of 

online focus groups, citing group dynamics and body language (among other things) as 

being important elements in gaining maximum benefits from the group discussion.   
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 The author plans to examine the extendibility of the Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 

2003) as a suitable model for an executive’s decision for acceptance of a technology-

enabled methodology change.  The UTAUT model brings together previous working 

theories from the social sciences, primarily from cognitive theory and motivational 

theory, into one universal framework. 

 All of the literature reviewed examines the model from a user’s perspective.  

Nowhere has the author seen technology acceptance theory applied to the recipients of 

the product of the technology.  Why is this a concern?  One of the clearest examples 

where the author found evidence of this being an issue is in the area of online education.  

Online education is a technology-enabled alternative to a traditional delivery method, 

much the same as CMC focus groups are to FTF focus groups.   

Acceptance of the online education technology has been well researched from a 

student’s perspective.  The results are generally positive.  But only recently has the 

acceptance of the product (i.e., the graduate of a fully online program) been investigated.  

In three separate studies, the results have been less optimistic.  Richardson, McLeod and 

Dikkers (2011) examined schools’ perceptions of principals attaining higher education 

degrees online.  Kinneer (2013) considered hospitals’ attitudes regarding nurses who had 

attained degrees online.  Udegbe (2012) examined HR managers’ hiring practices 

between online degree recipients and those who had attained the same degree through 

traditional means.  In each study, the users (i.e., students) readily accepted the 

technology; however, the customer of the user of the technology was less than convinced 

they were receiving as high of quality product.   
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Purpose of the Study 

In conducting this research, the author hopes to discover what factors contribute 

to an executive’s willingness to “buy in” to a technology-enabled change in 

methodology.  The author is seeking to provide support or rejection of the hypothesis that 

acceptance theory, with its current constructs and weights of those constructs, can be 

extended beyond the technology (e.g., a particular software system) to the output 

supposedly delivered by the technology. 

Research Questions 

An extensive review of the extant literature was conducted to understand the 

comparability of CMC type focus groups and traditional FTF type focus groups. The 

academic research in the field points to comparable results from either methodology.  

Also, extensive research was done relative to the theory of technology acceptance, 

leading to a number of constructs that explained a high degree of variance in Intent to 

Use and Technology Usage among potential users of the technology. 

In the UTAUT models, performance expectancy (PE), effort expectancy (EE), 

facilitating conditions (FC), and social influence (SI), hedonic motivation (HM), Price 

Value (PV) and Habit (H) were found to be significant factors in explaining intention to 

use (aka behavioral intention).  The author believes that for executive decision makers, 

the only significant determinant from the current UTAUT model will be PE. 

Based on the IDT model, the author is going to include organization compatibility 

(OC), as the author believes that executives will tend to favor a methodology for focus 

groups that is consistent with the organization’s strategy.  That is to say, an organization 
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that is more service-oriented or customer-centric will likely prefer the FTF methodology 

to the CMC methodology even if results are perceived comparable.  

Brown, Dennis, &Venkatesh (2010) examined the extension of the UTAUT 

model to collaboration technology use, citing works conducted in collaboration theory.  

Constructs that were added to the base UTAUT model were social presence (SP) and 

technology experience (TE).  Both of these variables were made up of questions that the 

author believes might be relevant to executive decision makers.  With respect to TE 

specifically, the author feels that while an individual in an executive role may not have 

used first-hand the actual technology himself, prior experience with the technology is 

likely to influence his propensity for accepting the output from that technology. 

The research questions are: 

RQ1:  Which of the four primary constructs (social presence, perceived ease of 

use, organizational capability, performance expectancy), consistent with prior acceptance 

theory, contribute to explained variance in behavioral intentional to use CMC methods 

for conducting focus groups?  The following hypotheses will be tested according to 

previously defined theory constructs: 

H1a:  Social presence (SP) will be positively related to intention to use. 

H1b:  Perceived ease of use (PEOU) will have no relationship with intention to 

use. 

H1c:  Organizational compatibility (OC) will be positively related intention to use. 

H1d:  Performance expectancy (PE) will be positively related to intention to use. 

 In the development of the UTAUT2 model, Venkatesh, Thong, and Xu (2012) 

added the construct Habit.  The authors defined Habit as “a learned outcome and only 
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after a relatively long period of extensive practice can it be stored in long-term memory 

and override other behavior patterns (Lustig et al., 2004)” (p.165).  This was included as 

the model was being extended beyond just professional users of technology, to include 

consumers of technology.  Still, it is the author’s belief that Habit potentially had a 

sizeable affect on an executive’s decision process, thus leading the author to include prior 

experience using CMC methodologies as a potential moderating variable. 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) found that gender, age, and experience each had 

moderating effects on the primary constructs relationships’ with intention to use.  

Additionally, the author theorized there were other drivers outside of those in the 

UTAUT (or other technology acceptance models) that could be used to explain an 

executive’s decision to accept the output of a new technology.  Specifically, the author 

theorized there would be a strong relationship to the company’s primary business strategy 

and whether or not the company is public or privately held.   

RQ2:  What moderating variables, consistent with prior acceptance theory, act in 

conjunction with the primary constructs on the behavioral intention to use CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups?  

This question was addressed with the following hypothesis statements.  

H2a:  Organizations who are predominately B2B will exhibit a lower intention to 

use CMC methods than B2C organizations. 

H2b:  Marketing executives who have not previously participated in online focus 

groups will perceive the effectiveness of the FTF methodology to be greater than 

the CMC methodology and thus will have a lower rating for intention to use. 
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H2c:  Female marketing executives will consider the CMC methodology less 

effective than do male marketing executives thereby exhibiting a lower intention 

to use. 

H2d:  Age of the decision-maker will be negatively correlated with acceptance of 

results attained through the CMC methodology thereby exhibiting a lower 

intention to use. 

H2e:  Organizations with a service-oriented strategy will be less accepting of CMC 

results than Product driven or Cost driven organizations thereby exhibiting a 

lower intention to use. 

H2f:  Public companies will place more credibility on the CMC technology than 

will private companies resulting in a higher intention to use. 

The literature calls into question, the actual value of a group facilitator. Some of 

the evidence suggests the facilitator’s role may be even more important in CMC 

communication than in FTF communication.  However, this might not be the belief 

among executives.  So another research question and hypothesis is: 

RQ3:  How is the role of the moderator perceived in a CMC environment versus a 

FTF environment?  

H3:  The role of the focus group facilitator will be perceived as more important in 

the FTF environment than in the CMC environment. 

Finally, the extant literature supports the idea that CMC methods for conducting 

focus groups yield comparable results to FTF focus groups in terms of depth, breadth, 

participation, and efficiency.  However, this might not be the belief among executives.  

So another research question and hypothesis is: 
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RQ4:  Are perceptions of executives regarding the comparability of CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups versus FTF focus groups consistent with the 

academic literature on the subject? 

H4:  In terms of four output measures of focus groups (depth, breadth, 

participation, efficiency), CMC methods for conducting focus groups will be 

perceived less effective than FTF focus groups. 

Significance of the Study 

 This work is of value for two reasons.  It tests the extendibility of an existing 

theory into a decision analysis domain where the theory has not previously been tested.  It 

is also of practical use because it is intended to uncover variables beyond those in prior 

literature that account for an executive decision maker’s willingness to accept a 

technology-enabled change in method and believe it as effective as the methodology it is 

intended to displace.  

 
Definition of Terms 

Computer-mediated communication: Determining the factors influencing 

acceptance by marketing executives, and their perceptions regarding effectiveness of 

online focus group results as compared to traditional focus groups. 

To operationalize this statement, terms that may not be clear in intent, or are open 

for interpretation, will be clarified. The terms that I will more clearly define are:  

Computer-Mediated Communication, focus group, marketing executive, and moderator. 
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Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) 

 Chen and Linn (2012) described CMC systems as “socio-technical systems that 

support and enhance the communication-related activities of team members engaged in 

computer-supported cooperative work” (p. 31). 

In the book, Computer Mediated Communication: Social Interaction and the 

Internet (Thurlow, Lengel, & Tomic, 2004), CMC is defined. For purposes of the market 

research, the two that appeared most relevant were: 

1) CMC is a process of human communication via computers, involving people, 

situated in particular contexts, engaging in process to shape media for a variety of 

purposes. 

2) CMC is communication that takes place between human beings via the 

instrumentality of computers. 

In light of the advent of electronic tablets and smart phones, the author is going to 

refine the second option with respect to this paper and say that CMC is communication 

that takes place between human beings either synchronously or asynchronously via the 

instrumentality of an Internet-connected device such as a computer, a tablet or a phone. 

Focus Group 

A focus group, in the context of market research has the following definition: 

“generally a group of 4 - 9 customers or users assembled (physically in a face-to-face 

setting), with a moderator to explore user needs” (Schirr, 2012, p. 473).  

“Focus groups aim at a discussion instead of on individual responses to formal 

questions, and produce qualitative data (preferences and beliefs) that may or may not be 

representative of the general population” (Business Dictionary, n.d.). 
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The working definition of a focus group is the meeting of a small group of 

individuals who are guided through a discussion by a trained moderator/facilitator (or 

consultant). This definition is consistent with the one used by the Marketing Research 

Association (n.d.).   

Marketing Executive 

For purposes of this research, the term marketing executive refers to any 

individual employed by a for-profit company or organization, public or private, of at least 

300 employees and who holds the title of Director or Vice President of Marketing or 

Market Research. 

Moderator 

Moderator actually has two definitions in this paper.  One of the definitions is 

used in the context of the focus group itself, and the other definition is used in the context 

of the analytical process. 

In the context of focus groups, a moderator is the person who leads or facilitates 

the discussion among the focus group participants.  He or she does not contribute 

materially to the discussion.  Instead, this person guides the discussion to ensure the 

objectives are met that required the use of a focus group.  In this paper, the author used 

the term facilitator instead of moderator unless quoting a source directly. 

In the context of Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM), 

which is the analytical method used for this research, a moderator is a variable to be 

modeled.  While it is not considered a primary construct, or main effect variable, its 

presence in the model can potentially influence the magnitude of relationship a primary 

construct has with the response variable. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

For companies large and small, the utilization of focus groups is one of the most 

popular means of gathering customer input (Cooper & Edgett, 2008). The use of these 

methods leads to data used by executive decision makers in almost every type of industry 

on topics that include:  product concept reactions, areas of customer satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction, new product features identification, brand positioning, and price 

determination (Fern, 1982). 

As recently as two decades ago, if a company wanted to solicit input from a 

particular group of individuals simultaneously, the only real choice it had was to recruit 

the individuals, set up a time and location for the individuals to meet, and bring the 

individuals together in one physical location. Non-physical forms of data collection, such 

as telephone interviews or mail surveys, did not allow for group interaction. Since the 

advent of the Internet, reaching individuals in a particular market has never been easier 

(Miller & Dickson, 2001). The market research field was quick to adopt Web-based 

technologies as a fast and efficient way to reach a mass audience simultaneously.  

Chen and Linn (2011) state, “Today’s pressure of complex environment and 

organization lead to business teams become distributed along with the dimensions of 

space, time, and computing resources” (p. 30).  Individuals are growing ever more 

connected to each other via electronic media.  It seems logical that as the general 

population becomes more comfortable with technology as a means of communication.  

Face-to-face (FTF) focus groups have been well researched over the past 50 years 

(Fern, 1982; Schirr, 2012). Researchers have noted that computer-mediated 
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communications (CMC) have not been examined with the same analytical rigor as their 

traditional counterparts (Brüggen & Willems, 2009; Miller & Dickson, 2001; Reid & 

Reid, 2005; Schirr, 2012). The primary reasons cited for the use of CMC methodologies 

are lower cost and the speed at which data can be gathered. Given that the data obtained 

from focus groups, whether it is through FTF or CMC, is used for making key business 

decisions, it is important to understand how well the results between the two approaches 

concur. Additionally, if the two methods do not produce identical results, which method 

is considered more credible with marketing executives? 

In this review of the literature, there are two major elements of research being 

explored. The author plans to examine the research to date comparing online focus group 

results versus results from face-to-face focus groups to establish comparability between 

the two methods.  The author also plans to explore the theoretical framework referred to 

in the literature as the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), 

and its antecedents.  

Focus Groups 

Background 

The perceived power of the focus group stems from work originally conducted by 

Alex F. Osborne, an advertising executive, during the 1950s. According to Schirr (2012),  

“Osborn claimed that he had empirical evidence that a group brainstorming by his four 

key rules…could produce twice as many ideas as individuals brainstorming alone and 

also produce better ideas” (p. 475).  

Khan & Manderson (1992) define a focus group broadly as having “the primary 

aim of describing and understanding perceptions, interpretations, and beliefs of a select 
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population to gain understanding of a particular issue from the perspectives of the 

group’s participants” (p. 57).  Krueger (1994) establishes six criteria to describe a focus 

group.  They are: 1) focus groups involve people, 2) focus groups are conducted in a 

series, 3) participants are reasonably homogeneous and unfamiliar with each other, 4) 

focus groups are a data collection procedure, 5) focus groups make use of qualitative 

data, and 6) focused groups have a focused discussion. 

With respect to the third criterion, B2B participants may be very familiar with one 

another.  In a FTF setting, there will be no anonymity.  Focus groups conducted via CMC 

may actually help facilitate the ability for B2B participants to fulfill that particular 

requirement set forth by Krueger. 

Many studies have found focus groups to be one of the least effective forms of 

idea generation (Fern, 1982; Griffin & Hauser, 1993; Shirr, 2012).  But despite the 

negative position taken by most academics, Cooper and Dreher (2010) report the focus 

group methodology in business “is ranked no. 5 in popularity, but its effectiveness is 

ranked no. 3 by users” (p. 41). 

Group Interaction 

Focus groups are popular because companies view them as a fast, effective means 

of generating ideas (Cooper & Dreher, 2010; Cooper & Edgett, 2008). The underlying 

belief is that many heads together produce more and better results than the sum of 

individual heads alone. Other noted researchers have offered counter evidence (Fern, 

1982; Griffin & Hauser, 1993, Shirr, 2012), suggesting that one-on-one interviews or the 

Nominal Group Technique (NGT) yield superior results. 
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According to Brüggen and Willems (2009), CMC techniques offer advantages 

over FTF techniques in terms of costs (travel and facilities), shorter lead times, greater 

access to professionals with busy schedules, and international reach (p. 363).  Schirr 

(2012) counters by suggesting that most of the costs associated with focus groups are in 

moderator consulting fees and participant recruitment fees, so the cost advantage is really 

neglible, especially if CMC methods are not perceived as effective as FTF methods.  

Brüggen and Willems (2009) point out that critics have asserted qualitative 

research via the Internet, doesn’t have the same level of quality as FTF research provides. 

“The most common and important criticism argues that online methods miss essential 

information from non-verbal communication” (Brüggen & Willems, 2009, p. 364). Reid 

and Reid (2005) lead in with the statement: “Direct comparisons between computer-

mediated communication (CMC) and face-to-face (FTF) meetings have produced results 

that arguably are unfavorable for CMC, particularly when online groups have to reach 

agreement on delicate matters of judgment” (p. 131).  

Both the Brüggen and Willems (2009) article and the Reid and Reid (2005) 

articles are important in that they contradict some of these previously held views. For 

example, Reid and Reid (2005) note that according to most studies, “CMC group 

members feel freer to find fault with others’ ideas, leading to more disagreements and 

criticisms than in FTF” (p. 134).  Brüggen and Willems (2009) found “participants in the 

online focus groups average the highest numbers of substantive arguments per 

respondent” (p. 373).  Lowry, Romano, Jenkins, & Guthrie (2009) found that status 

effects, those differences in individuals due to social differences which can be 

communicated verbally or non-verbally, tend to temper both process satisfaction and 
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communication quality.  This finding lends support to the Reid and Reid assertion.  

Lowry et al. (2009) also tested for correlations between communication quality and 

process satisfaction and found the relationship to be strong.  They also found a strong 

positive relationship between interactivity and communication quality to be positive.  In a 

study, where online audio group discussions were held in lieu of FTF discussions, Cheng, 

Krumwiede, and Sheu (2009) found participants preferred the audio discussions to FTF 

for many of the same “status effect” reasons.     

While there is a growing body of research that indicates CMC methods may in 

fact be comparable to FTF methods, there is no explanation as to why previous studies 

yielded different results. It is suspected that factors such as moderator experience, 

participant personalities, or even group homogeneity or interpersonal familiarity may 

have had an influence on the level of agreement or disagreement.  Much of the earlier 

work tended to conclude results in favor of FTF methodologies (Chase & Alvarez, 2000; 

Miller & Dickson, 2001; Turney & Pocknee, 2005; Underhill & Olmsted, 2003).  More 

of the recent works have concluded either no difference, or even given a slight edge to 

CMC methodologies ( Brüggen & Willems, 2009; Lowry et al., 2009; Reid & Reid, 

2005).  This may be due to the fact that technology just continues to improve, meaning 

that it is nearing the point of facilitating a FTF-like environment, while maintaining the 

suggested benefits that have been attributed to anonymity.  This is an area that continues 

to be extensively researched. 

The Role of the Facilitator/Moderator in Focus Groups 

 “Facilitation of open, uninhibited dialogue is central to the role of the moderator” 

(Powell & Single, 1996, p. 501). The quality of results from focus groups, online or FTF, 
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are many times attributed to the skill of the moderator (Cooper & Edgett, 2008; 

McCullough, 2011; Powell & Single, 1996; Reid & Reid, 2005).  So one of the common 

questions that researchers bring up, but do not fully vet, is how the role or impact of the 

moderator may differ in an online environment versus an FTF environment.  

With regards to FTF focus groups, Basch (1987) describes the role of the 

moderator as to:  create a non-threatening support climate that encourages all 

participants to share views; facilitating interaction among members; interjecting 

probing comments, transitional questions and summaries without interfering too 

brusquely with the dialogue; covering important topics and questions while 

relying on judgments to abandon aspects of the outline, noting non-verbal 

responses  (p. 415).  

 It is the last three words the author finds of great interest. If the quality of the 

results obtained from a focus group is dependent on the skill of the moderator, especially 

with respect to noting non-verbal responses, then how will the moderator be successful in 

an online environment? 

 Powell and Single (1996) note “the moderator occasionally is accompanied by a 

note-taker, who can document important aspects of the group’s interaction such as 

expressive body-language of participants, that in the absence of a filmed record of the 

session would go unrecorded” (p. 501). Again, body language (or non-verbal 

communication) seems to be an important element of the focus group process.  Chase and 

Alvarez (2000) conducted a comparison study of online focus groups and FTF focus 

groups and noted how the moderator could easily and quickly clear up ambiguity in a 

comment if confusion were expressed on the faces of other group members.  Scholl, 
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Mulders, and Drent (2002) noted in an experimental study between CMC focus groups 

and FTF focus groups, “moderators who conducted online groups complained that they 

had difficulty in following the developments in the discussion” (p. 214).  They go on to 

state:  “In a face-to-face group, the moderator is able to sense what is happening in the 

silence after placing a question” (p. 214).  The authors suggest, “if the moderator notices 

that a relevant answer will not come up, he can rephrase his question or think about 

another angle to attack the topic” (p. 214). 

 Yet an empirical study conducted by Fern (1982) appears to provide evidence that 

would suggest the role of the moderator is not very critical. In fact, Fern inferred:  

“Groups led by focus groups moderators did not produce significantly more ideas than 

unmoderated discussion groups” (p. 9). In a separate hypothesis test, Fern concludes:  

“With the judged quality of ideas as the dependent variable, focus groups are not 

significantly different from unmoderated groups. Nor are focus groups different in terms 

of number of good ideas” (p.9).  

 Schirr (2012) is highly critical of focus groups’ need of moderators, suggesting 

“ideas are lost, but consultants profit from moderated group research” (p.479). Schirr also 

suggests that because a group led by an experienced moderator is expected by an 

organization to be effective, it creates an “illusion of group effectivity” and that the 

groups “feel that they have been creative” and “take excessive ownership of results” (p. 

480).  

 Mason and Davis (2007) submitted an article on a method called Stance-Shift 

analysis. Stance-Shift analysis is a science in linguistics, where certain words have been 

shown to have a high degree of correlation with people’s body language. The authors 
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suggest it can be used to assess the state of emotion of a person simply by analyzing 

words they use in the course of conversation. Mason and Davis (2007) note:  “Online 

focus groups give marketers an extra challenge: words are all they have to work with” (p. 

496). The authors go on to say:  “It is a hard job for marketers to find where unseen 

writers may be strongly committed to what they have just written, and it is harder to keep 

from reading…biases into the text they are reviewing” (p. 496).   

 Both of those statements suggest to me, that if moderator skill is important, that it 

may be even more important in the CMC realm than in the FTF realm.  However, I 

strongly suspect that executives will perceive the opposite to be true.  Fern’s (1982) study 

was simply one experiment refuting the idea of importance of moderator skill.  If Fern 

was incorrect, and provided that Stance-Shift is a valid method, moderator skills in CMC 

could be substantially more critical than in FTF environments. 

The Role of Technology in Focus Groups 

Technology has always played a role in market research, especially focus groups. 

Even traditional FTF focus groups are typically conducted in controlled settings where 

two-way mirrors are generally present, and the participants in the study are video 

recorded.  

 At the time of the invention of the telephone, market research had not yet 

emerged as a science (Miller & Dickson, 2005). The market never really had to manage a 

transition from purely FTF to telephone marketing and resolve any differences that may 

have existed as a result of that transition. The Internet medium posed a huge opportunity 

for the advancement of market researchers in terms of their ability to virtually connect to 

target individuals simultaneously without requiring those individuals to be physically in 
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one place. But there may have been some changes in results from traditional methods 

specifically due to the technology.  

The use of technology to conduct focus groups in a CMC setting vs. FTF setting 

has grown substantially over the past decade among market research firms.  But 

according to some preliminary interviews with marketing executives that the author has 

conducted, acceptance of the results of such studies seem to carry less weight in decisions 

than those obtained through traditional FTF methods.  This has led to the question, why is 

there greater acceptance at the user level than at the executive manager’s level?  Even 

though there has been over a decade of research validating the comparability of results 

from CMC and FTF methodologies, executives who are recipients of the output from the 

methodology seem to favor the traditional approach. 

Visual anonymity is thought to lower a participant’s inhibitions, thus resulting in 

greater equality in participation among group members and also increasing the 

probability of disagreements among group members (Reid & Reid, 2005). Here again, 

results are inconsistent from study to study. The Brüggen and Willems (2009) study 

indicated similar inequality levels between CMC participants as the FTF groups 

experienced. Again, what may have contributed to these differences in findings has been 

left unanswered. 

Reid and Reid (2005) reported, “past research has concluded CMC to be inferior 

to FTF groups due to the difficulty in reaching consensus” (p. 135). Yet in the empirical 

studies conducted by Reid and Reid (2005) and Brüggen and Willems (2009), CMC 

methods resulted in as many ideas as FTF methods.  
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Reid and Reid (2005) found that focus group participants considered the CMC 

methodology less satisfying than the FTF approach. However, the Brüggen and Willems 

(2009) study found the two approaches yielded statistically equivalent levels of 

satisfaction. The former study was in a lab setting where college graduate students were 

the participants, while the latter was conducted in a real-world environment using a 

professional market research firm. Could this have explained the difference in reactions?  

Perhaps instead, in the four years that transpired between the two studies, people have 

simply gotten more accustomed to CMC methods.  Lowry et al. (2009) found that process 

satisfaction was higher in CMC groups than in FTF groups primarily because the 

communication quality (related to interactivity) was perceived higher.   

The Brüggen and Willems (2009) study also disagrees with the Reid and Reid 

(2005) study in terms of the number of substantive arguments and the depth of insights 

gained between the methods. Explanations of these differences is loosely attributed to the 

fact CMC methods require typing responses at the time, whereas FTF methods are verbal, 

which is considered to require less effort by the participant. 

Chen and Linn (2012) found that user satisfaction increased in a synchronous 

mode of facilitation versus an asynchronous mode, and that the FTF process was 

preferred to CMC process.  However, the Chen and Linn study focused on group 

decision-making, and not idea generation or concept vetting which are the more common 

uses of focus groups.  While the Lowry et al. study did not look at 

synchronous/asynchronous as a factor in their experiments, they did note that 

asynchronous communication is less interactive.  Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that 

process satisfaction would be higher in a synchronous mode vs. an asynchronous one. 
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Even though there is thought by some, the loss of non-verbal communication cues 

is important, the fact that when a CMC focus group is completed, there is instant data.  

That is to say, there is no transcription required.  The analyst has the responses verbatim, 

just as the participant typed them while responding.  There is no need for an additional 

note-taker, as is common with FTF groups, and tremendous time savings results as 

agreement between what two individuals may have heard differently, does not have to be 

reached.  

A Theoretical Framework 

Technology Acceptance 

Acceptance theory, with regards to technology, is a well-researched field.  

Popular and supported technology acceptance theories include:  The Theory of Reasoned 

Action (Davis, 1989), the Technology Acceptance Model (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), the 

Motivational Model (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1992), the Theory of Planned 

Behavior, the model of PC Utilization (Thompson, Higgens, & Howell, 1991), and 

Innovation Diffusion Theory (Moore & Benbasat, 1996).  These models, while having 

different origins and using different constructs and moderating variables, sought to 

explain acceptance by measuring Intended Use of a particular technology.   

Virtually absent are any empirical studies with regards to executives’ decisions 

regarding the acceptance of results of new technology being as credible as the 

methodology the technology is to displace. However, if one examines the constructs of 

these models, and projects the Intention to Use response and the Actual Use (or Usage) 

response to the executive ranks, there is no obvious reason those models should not apply 

in this case of this research. 
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A brief description of a few of these models will be given.  Each of these models 

lay form to the foundation for the UTAUT framework that serves as the theoretical 

underpinning of this thesis. 

Theory of Planned Behavior 

 Harrison, Mykytyn, & Riemenschneider (1997) examined executive decision 

making in small business with regards to technology using the Theory of Planned 

Behavior (TPB).  The TPB framework was developed by Ajzen (1991) to “explain how 

specific groups of cognitions are determinants of volitional behavior or goal attainment in 

any setting” (p. 176).  

The TPB framework is an extension of an earlier model, the Theory of Reasoned 

Action (TRA).  The TRA framework, also co-developed by Ajzen (1975) suggested that 

the intention to adopt a specific behavior could be explained by two variables, the attitude 

(positive or negative) towards the behavior and subjective norm (social pressure).  

The TPB framework is made up of three constructs, attitude, subjective norm, and 

perceived control.  Attitude is defined as being the positive or negative evaluation a 

person makes toward performing a specific behavior.  Subjective norm relates to the 

social pressure one feels towards exhibiting a certain behavior.  Perceived control relates 

to the belief one feels he/she has the resources to perform a certain behavior.  

Harrison et al. (1997) found that the three constructs are sufficient for explaining 

a small business executive’s decision to use or reject a technology.  However, this study, 

like other technology acceptance cases, takes into account information technology (IT) 

systems specifically.  In the particular case of adopting a technology-based methodology, 
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it is questionable whether or not subjective norm will have any impact on an executive’s 

decision to accept.  This hypothesis will be tested in this research.  

Both the TPB and the TRA constructs were used by Venkatesh et al. (2003) to 

develop the “Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology” (UTAUT) model.  

Over the years, the TPB model has been enhanced by the inclusion of moderators.  

Moderators are factors that are secondary influencers in the model, and are prominent 

when combined with one of the primary factors. Venkatesh et al. (2003) added gender to 

the TPB model as a moderating factor.  The authors found that attitude was more salient 

for men, while subjective norm and perceived control were more salient for women.  

Morris and Venkatesh (2000) added age as a moderator to the model and found attitude 

was more salient with younger workers and perceived control was more salient for older 

workers.  

Technology Acceptance Model 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), originated by Davis (1989) has 

served as one of the most widely used theoretical frameworks in the area of technology 

acceptance.  A Google Scholar search with the exact phrase of  “technology acceptance 

model” returned over 36,000 hits.  The original Davis (1989) paper has been cited 2,500 

times.  A later paper by Venkatesh and Davis (2000) that extended the TAM framework 

(TAM2) to include a couple of additional constructs has been cited 6,929 times.   

The original TAM framework contained two constructs.  These were perceived 

usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU). The TAM2 framework added the 

construct of subjective norm, brought forth from the TBP model.  The subjective norm 

definition used by Venkatesh & Davis (2000) was “a person’s perception that most 
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people who are important to him think he should or should not perform the behavior in 

question” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 302).  Venkatesh and Davis (2000) included 

Voluntariness to the model as a moderating variable.  The authors defined Voluntariness 

as “the extent to which potential adopters perceive the adoption decision to be non-

mandatory” (Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Barki & Hartwick, 1994; Moore & Benbasat, 

1991).  Subjective norm was found to be significant only in the case where the use of a 

particular technology was mandated, not in the case where the usage was voluntary. 

Executives are generally not being mandated to adopt a technology. 

TAM2 built on the original TAM framework by studying four cognitive 

determinates of perceived usefulness.  These were job relevance, output quality, result 

demonstrability, and perceived ease of use. Job relevance was defined as “an individual’s 

perception regarding the degree to which a target system is relevant to his or her job” 

(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000, p. 191).  A prior study (Davis et al., 1992) had shown output 

quality and perceived usefulness to be related, however, TAM2 posited that output 

quality and perceived usefulness were distinct, as two systems could be perceived equally 

useful, however one system’s output might be deemed to be of greater relevance.  

Result Demonstrability was an important addition to the TAM2 framework.  As 

Venkatesh and Davis (2000) stated, “even an effective system can fail to garner user 

acceptance if people have difficulty attributing gains in their job performance specifically 

to their use of the system” (p. 192).  A question to be explored as part of this research is 

why, even if a technology exhibits comparable results to a methodology it is intended to 

displace, is there reluctance for the user to accept the technology?  It was noted by the 

authors that “if a system produces effective job-relevant results desired by a user, but 
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does so in an obscure fashion, users of the system are unlikely to understand how useful 

such a system really is” (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000, p. 192).   

Perceived ease of use (PEOU) was retained in the TAM2 framework from the 

original. According to Davis (1989), there is extensive empirical evidence that perceived 

ease of use is significantly linked to perceived usefulness.  The author posits that there 

will be little to no relationship between PEOU and Intention to Use at the executive level 

within the context of this research.  

TAM historically explained about 40% of the variance in a user’s Intention to Use 

a specified technology. TAM2, which provided detailed accounts of key determinants of 

Perceived Usefulness, explained as much as 60% of the variance in the user’s intention to 

use.   

TAM, and subsequently TAM2, has served as the bedrock for technology 

acceptance theory since its introduction.  But the framework is not without criticism.  

According to Awa, Nwibere, and Inyang (2010), “the model has been vigorously accused 

of falling short of more meaningful information on user’s opinions about specific 

systems” (p. 5).  In fact, Venkatesh et al. (2003) note, “TAM is tailored to IS contexts, 

and was designed to predict information technology use on the job” (p.428).  The body of 

research on the TAM framework appears to have been carried out predominantly within 

the context of information systems.  

Innovation Diffusion Theory 

“The Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) explains the process an innovation is 

communicated via channels over time among members of a social system” (Awa, 

Nwibere, & Inyang, 2010, p. 6).  The core constructs of IDT are: relative advantage, ease 
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of use, image, visibility, compatibility, results demonstrability, and voluntariness of use.  

IDT introduces two new constructs not previously defined herein. 

Relative advantage is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived 

as being better than its precursor” (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195).  It is believed the 

word “perceived” is the critical element.  This implies that regardless of quantifiable 

evidence, perception is going to greatly influence the propensity for one to accept the 

new technology as even comparable to the methodology it is displacing. 

Compatibility is “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being 

consistent with the existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters” 

(Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195).  

According to Awa, Nwibere, and Inyang (2010), “the diffusion theory enjoys 

practical utility in many scientific disciplines and thus does not specifically target the 

acceptance of IT/EC as is TAM” (p. 6).  

Awa, Nwibere, and Inyang (2010) also suggested that while attempts have been 

made to integrate TAM and IDT, “actual users and potential adopters of IT exhibit 

different attitudinal determinates” (p. 7).  This assertion was largely based on a study by 

Karahanna, Straub, & Chervany (1999), however, the authors did not include in their 

citations the work done by Venkatesh et al. (2003) on the development of, and 

empirically supported, UTAUT model.   

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) proposed the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) model to incorporate elements of prior theories, thereby creating a 

more robust model than any one of the prior models.  Prior models had explained 
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between 17 percent and 53 percent of variability seen in the user’s perceived usefulness 

(PU) and intention to use (ITU) the technology.  UTAUT treated as PU as a construct for 

ITU and added the response, technology use (TU), as in “actual use.”  Unlike prior 

technology acceptance frameworks, the UTAUT study also included elements form 

social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986). According to Venkatesh et al. (2003), the 

UTAUT model accounted for as much as 70 percent explained variability in the response 

measures. 

UTAUT was developed to address some of the inconsistencies in results, but also 

many similarities in constructs, from other disciplines.  According to Venkatesh et al. 

(2003), “researchers are confronted with a choice among a multitude of models and find 

that they must ‘pick and choose’ constructs across the models, or choose a ‘favored 

model’ and largely ignore the contributions from alternative models” (p. 426).  Up to this 

point, TAM or one of its extensions, had been the predominant model of choice.  As 

mentioned previously, TAM tended to study the context where potential adopters of 

technology had some level of technology education.  Outside of pure technology systems, 

and adoption of those systems by technology professionals, there was not much empirical 

work testing the robustness of the TAM frameworks. 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) noted that while many of the competing acceptance 

models had been empirically tested individually, “there have only been four studies 

reporting empirically-based comparisons of two or more of the eight models published in 

the major information systems journals” (p. 427).   

The study used to create the UTAUT was also designed to address several 

limitations in prior comparison studies.  Venkatesh et al. (2003) pointed out that three of 
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the four studies used students as research populations, while only one study was done in a 

nonacademic setting.  Another limitation to the comparison studies was the individual-

orientation of the technology used for the study (e.g., electronic mail systems), as 

opposed to “more complex and sophisticated organizational technologies” (p. 427).  Yet 

another limitation noted by the authors was, “the model tests and all four model 

comparisons were conducted in voluntary usage contexts” (p. 437).   

The UTAUT study used measurement instruments that had been validated for 

internal consistency reliability and content reliability in the prior frameworks.  “All 

internal consistency reliability ratings were greater than .70. The patterns of results found 

in the current work are highly consistent with the results of previous research” 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.439).  

Based on the prior literature and looking at the similarities of constructs in the 

eight models researched, Venkatesh et al. (2003) brought forward seven constructs that 

had appeared as significant direct determinants in explaining Intention to Use or Actual 

Use of technology.  The seven determinant constructs were:  1) performance expectancy, 

2) effort expectancy, 3) social influence, 4) facilitating conditions, 5) attitude towards the 

technology, 6) self-efficacy, and 7) anxiety.  However, of the seven, only the first four 

were theorized to play a significant role in direct determinants of Intention to Use and 

Usage, while the latter three were theorized to not be direct determinants.  Also based on 

the prior models, the authors hypothesized that there would be four moderating variables.  

These moderators, while not direct determinants, would influence the explained variances 

of the direct determinants dependent on moderator level.  These moderators were:  

gender, age, experience and voluntariness of use (Venkatesh et al., 2003). 
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Note that only two of the constructs listed really take into account personal biases, 

or emotions with regards to Intention or Usage.  Those constructs are Attitude Towards 

the Technology and Anxiety, which the authors hypothesized, and ultimately supported 

empirically, to be insignificant.  But as noted by Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2010), 

“cognitive-based models can hardly capture the full range of emotional reactions of users 

and account for their relationships to IT use” (p. 690).  The authors provided the 

definition that “emotions are a mental state of readiness for action that promote 

behavioral activation and help prioritize and organize behaviors in way that optimize 

individual adjustments to the demands of the environment” (p. 690).  Beaudry and 

Pinsonneault (2010) concluded in their study, that there were emotional aspects to the 

decision process with regards to Intention to Use and Usage, and that “Anxiety (a 

deterrence emotion) was found to be related to Use in a way that is more complex than 

recounted in the extant IS literature” (p. 705). 

Devaraj, Easley, and Crant (2008) found statistical support for personality 

attributes to influence an individual’s intention and use of a technology.  The authors 

looked at a five-factor model that considered the relationship between 1) openness, 2) 

neuroticism, 3) agreeableness, 4) conscientiousness, and 5) extraversion with perceived 

usefulness and subjective norms from the TAM framework. 

Like the original TAM frameworks, the UTAUT model has evolved over time. 

Venkatesh, Thong, and Xu (2012) followed up on the UTAUT model with UTAUT2 by 

including the constructs of hedonic motivation, price value, and habit.  Explained 

variance (adjusted R2) increased by an average of approximately 10 percent by including 

the additional factors.   
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Extensions to the UTAUT Model 

Venkatesh et al. (2012) noted the need to expand the boundaries of the UTAUT 

framework outside of employee acceptance and use.  Other authors had already begun 

testing the robustness of the existing UTAUT model in other technologies such as 

collaborative technology and health information systems (Chang, Hwang, Hung, & Li, 

2007).    

Venkatesh et al. (2012) stated, “the objective of our work is to pay particular 

attention to the consumer use context and develop UTAUT2” (p. 158).  In the context of 

consumer behavior in particular, extant literature pointed to constructs related to hedonic 

motivation (e.g., enjoyment) as important predictors of customer’s acceptance.  Davis 

and Venkatesh (2004) found the construct of Habit to be another critical predictor of 

technology use.  Venkatesh et al. (2012) concluded, “that habit has a direct effect on 

technology use and/or habit weakens or limits the strength of relationship between 

behavioral intention and technology use” (p. 158).  It is noted here the authors’ use of the 

term Behavior Intention is synonymous with the term Intention to Use in other works.  

Applications of the UTAUT Model 

The UTAUT model has been extensively applied since its development.  

According to Google Scholar, the seminal 2003 article by Venkatesh et al. has been cited 

in 293 other published works.  The model has been tested across multiple countries and 

for a wide variety of technology applications.  However, “when it comes to refining the 

model, the general approach is to ‘extend’ the model rather than revisit its original 

constructs” (Wu, 2012, p. 174).  Thus, most of the research reviewed on this subject thus 
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far, simply considers variations or additions to the moderators that lessen or strengthen to 

some degree, the influence the main effects.  

 Fillion, Braham, & Ekionea (2011) tested the UTAUT model on the use of ERP 

systems by middle managers and end-users in mid to large Canadian corporations.  The 

authors used the original UTAUT constructs and added two additional ones, namely Self-

Efficacy and Anxiety from the TAM framework.  They used the pre-validated 

instruments from Venkatesh et al. (2003) for the study.  Explained variances were similar 

to prior studies. 

Esteva-Armida and Rubio-Sanchez (2011) tested the UTAUT model on the 

adoption process of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology.  The stated 

objective of this study was, “to test the usefulness of this model in the context of end-user 

consumption” (p. 1012).  The authors here used the pre-validated instrument from 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) for the study.  Esteva-Armida and Rubio-Sanchez (2011) noted, 

“the only difference between both studies is presented by the relationship of Social 

Influence to Behavioral Intention to adopt” (p. 1014).  The explanation provided, had to 

do with the possibility differences existed between the research populations of the two 

studies.  The Venkatesh et al. (2003) study was across four professional organizations 

where the technology was specific to their work.  The Esteva-Armida & Rubio-Sanchez  

(2011) study was across a more heterogeneous group of consumers who had to decide 

how the technology could be useful in the their lives.  

Wong, Teo, and Russo (2013) conducted a study using 159 student teachers to 

test the UTAUT model on the acceptance of interactive whiteboard technology.  Again, 
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pre-validated instruments from Venkatesh et al. (2003) were used, and no additional 

moderating variables were included in the study.  

Brown, Dennis, and Venkatesh (2010) actually got close to the subject of CMC 

focus groups with the study on integrating technology adoption and collaboration 

technology, though the focus was more on engineering design collaboration and not 

market research as is generally the case with focus groups.  While the original constructs 

were still being used for this study, the authors did state that “a model focused on a 

specific class of technology will be more explanatory compared to a general model that 

attempts to address many classes of technologies” (p. 11).  Also pointed out was 

“although UTAUT is more integrative, like TAM, is still suffers from the limitation of 

being predictive but not particularly useful in providing explanations that can be used to 

design interventions that foster adoption” (p. 11).   

Summary 

There is considerable information in the extant literature validating CMC 

methodologies for focus group activities.  While much of the early literature concluded 

differences in the output between CMC and FTF methodologies existed, most works that 

have studied the issue since 2005 have concluded results are comparable, and perhaps 

that the CMC methodology is superior to the traditional FTF method.  However, 

companies still spend millions of dollars annually and a lot of resource time on 

conducting in-person (i.e., FTF) focus groups and one-on-one interviews.  Even though 

the technology for CMC methods has gotten more sophisticated, it is not the predominant 

method for conducting focus group research. 
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Research on the frameworks used for predicting the use of a technology is very 

mature (Venkatesh et al., 2003).  Various models have been presented in this paper.  

However, all of the models appear to require some level of modification depending on 

the technology explored, and the research has been done with regards to users of the 

technology.   The author has not found a framework that exists that explains how or why 

executives are ultimately swayed (i.e., their buy-in gained) to replace a traditional method 

of obtaining decision input data with a new one that is technology enabled. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine the factors influencing acceptance by 

marketing executives, and their perceptions regarding effectiveness of online focus group 

results as compared to traditional focus groups. The research questions were: 

RQ1:  Which of the four primary constructs (social presence, perceived ease of 

use, organizational capability, performance expectancy), consistent with prior 

acceptance theory, contribute to explained variance in behavioral intentional to 

use CMC methods for conducting focus groups?   

RQ2:  What moderating variables, consistent with prior acceptance theory, act in 

conjunction with the primary constructs on the behavioral intention to use CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups?  

RQ3:  How is the role of the facilitator perceived in a CMC environment versus a 

FTF environment?  

RQ4:  Are perceptions of executives regarding the comparability of CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups versus FTF focus groups consistent with the 

academic literature on the subject? 

The following hypotheses are proposed for the four RQs: 

H1a:  Social presence (SP) will be positively related to intention to use. 

H1b:  Perceived ease of use (PEOU) will have no relationship with intention to 

use. 

H1c:  Organizational compatibility (OC) will be positively related intention to use. 
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H1d:  Performance expectancy (PE) will be positively related to intention to use. 

H2a:  Organizations who are predominately B2B will exhibit a lower intention to 

use CMC methods than B2C organizations. 

H2b:  Marketing executives who have not previously participated in online focus 

groups will perceive the effectiveness of the FTF methodology to be greater than 

the CMC methodology and thus will have a lower rating for intention to use. 

H2c:  Female marketing executives will consider the CMC methodology less 

effective than do male marketing executives thereby exhibiting a lower intention 

to use. 

H2d:  Age of the decision-maker will be negatively correlated with acceptance of 

results attained through the CMC methodology thereby exhibiting a lower 

intention to use. 

H2e:  Organizations with a service-oriented strategy will be less accepting of CMC 

results than Product driven or Cost driven organizations thereby exhibiting a 

lower intention to use. 

H2f:  Public companies will place more credibility on the CMC technology than 

will private companies resulting in a higher intention to use. 

H3:  The role of the focus group facilitator will be perceived as more important in 

the FTF environment than in the CMC environment. 

H4:  In terms of four output measures of focus groups (depth, breadth, 

participation, efficiency), CMC methods for conducting focus groups will be 

perceived less effective than FTF focus groups. 
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The methodology presented in this chapter is the following: 

• Research Design 

• Population and Sample  

• Data Collection 

• Limitations 

• Ethical considerations 

• Summary 

Research Design 

This research design was a descriptive study using a cross-sectional survey 

methodology.  Descriptive research describes a situation or condition as it currently exists 

and does not involve the manipulation of variables.  A cross-sectional study measures a 

phenomenon at a single point in time (Creswell, 2003). The researcher determined a 

descriptive, cross-sectional survey study to be the most appropriate method for this 

perception study. The goal of this study was to determine the factors that influence a 

marketing executive’s acceptance of online focus group methodologies compared with 

the traditional face-to-face approach. 

Population and Sample 

The population selected consisted of a random sampling of individuals who 

currently or within the past three years held the title of Director or Vice President of 

Marketing with a company of at least 300 employees.  Participation was voluntary.   The 

goal was to reach a broad range of executives from a wide variety of organizations to 

provide variance in terms of gender, education, business strategy and CMC experience. 
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Data Collection and Instrumentation 

An electronic survey was distributed to a random selection of individuals holding 

the title of Director or Vice President of Marketing or Market Research (or other closely 

related title).  The data was collected utilizing the online services offered by Survey 

Monkey.  This data collection provided the means to report the raw results from the 

survey and calculate descriptive statistics on the executive’s perception of CMC focus 

group results versus results from FTF methods.  The survey participants received an 

email with an explanation of what is being studied and why their feedback was requested 

with the link to the survey.  The participants received no compensation or other type of 

incentive.  Participation was voluntary and all participants were granted anonymity.  

After the electronic survey was distributed, participants had four weeks to submit the 

completed survey.  Two follow-up emails were sent to everyone asking again for their 

participation if they had not already completed the survey.   

The raw data collected via Survey Monkey was downloaded to Microsoft Excel®. 

Although no answers were altered, the Excel® spreadsheet was scrubbed and formatted 

according to SmartPLS ® parameters, a statistical application specifically designed for 

performing Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling.  Once the Excel 

spreadsheet was in the proper format, it was uploaded into SmartPLS® for computations.  

The results are located in Chapter four.  

Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable was the executive’s behavioral intention to use (BI).   
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Independent Variables 

Throughout the literature on the application of the UTAUT model, one finds that 

researchers have chosen from a list of constructs to include for specific applications of 

the model.  For example, while computer self-efficacy might be applicable where the 

UTAUT model is being applied to the acceptance of ERP systems (Fillion, Braham, & 

Ekionea, 2011), that construct would not make sense for the application of the UTAUT 

model to interactive whiteboard acceptance by student teachers (Wong, Teo, & Russo, 

2012).   Thus, the author reviewed the literature and the construct questions, and chose to 

include those he felt fit the context of an executive decision maker. 

The independent variables were four constructs based on prior UTAUT and IDT 

models, but modified to be in terms of the language of an executive rather than the actual 

user of the technology.  From the technology acceptance theory and collaboration theory 

literature, performance expectancy (PE), social presence (SP), organizational 

compatibility (OC), and perceived ease of use (PEOU) were constructs adapted and 

chosen for this model development.  Additionally, moderating variables related to 

company and individual demographics were included in the design.  Consistent with prior 

research utilizing the UTAUT model, gender and age were captured.  Additionally, a 

question regarding the organization’s primary business strategy (i.e., cost focused, 

product focused, or customer focused) was included to assess for moderating effects on 

organizational compatibility.  A question that asked about the executive’s prior 

experience with focus groups, and specifically CMC focus groups, was also included. 
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Survey Reliability and Validity 

The researcher developed an instrument (Appendix A) used in this study after a 

review of the literature on technology acceptance and on perceptions regarding utilization 

of online methodologies as replacement to traditional methodologies.  The survey 

instrument included a total of 29 questions and was developed and hosted on 

surveymonkey.com. 

To establish face validity, a selected panel of 10 marketing executives was chosen 

to review the survey instrument via SurveyMonkey.  From that sample, Cronbach’s 

alphas for internal reliability were calculated using SPSS version 20.  The researcher used 

feedback from the panel to make clarifications in wording and sentence structure.  

Cronbach’s alphas for SP, PEOU, OC, and PE were .86, .72, .72, and .73 respectively, 

meeting the criteria necessary for internal consistency. 

Procedures 

The BEHINT questionnaire rated the questions on a Likert scale.  The actual 

rating descriptions used for each statement are listed on the instrument (Appendix A).  

The instrument contained 29 statements and/or questions.  

Table 1 

BEHINT Statements and Categories 

Latent Variable (Reflective Indicator) BEHINT Statements  

Social Presence Statements 2-4  

Perceived Ease of Use Statements 6-7  

Organizational Compatibility Statements 8-10  
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Performance Expectation Statements 11-16  

Behavioral Intention Statement 18  

 

Data Analysis 

 The majority of the analysis was done using Partial Least Squares Structural 

Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM).  From the review of the literature, PLS is the method 

used almost exclusively “to predict or explain determinants of users’ intentions regarding 

the use of technology” (Wong, Teo, & Russo, 2012, p. 4).  This method was chosen over 

more classical techniques such as ANOVA and OLS regression for several reasons.  The 

most cited reason has been to explicitly model the effects of moderating variables that 

alone, do not contribute significantly to a change in the dependent variable.  But when 

these moderating variables appear with other main effect variables, they may influence 

the dependent variable.  With ANOVA and OLS regression, unless the analysis is done 

with the data coded in an orthogonal structure, explicit modeling of interactions is not 

possible. 

The generic path model developed is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1.  Proposed generic PLS-SEM research model to include four primary constructs 
and one response variable. 
 

 

All of the PLS-SEM models were validated and assessed for quality using 

methods recommended by the authors and developers of the SmartPLS® software. 

All path models developed for this research were assessed for discriminate 

validity using the Fornell-Larcker criterion.  Discriminate validity is “the extent to which 

a construct is distinct from other constructs by empirical standards” (Hair, Hult, Ringle, 

& Sarstedt, 2014, p. 104).  The Fornell-Larcker criterion looks at the AVE (average 

variance extracted) of each construct and compares it with the squared values of the 

correlations with other latent variables (constructs).  If the AVE of the construct is higher 
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than the squared values of any and all of the other latent variable correlations, the model 

is said to have good discriminate validity. 

 For each model, t-tests were conducted on each of the construct loadings and 

assessed for statistical significance.  With some of the models, the author was concerned 

about the sample size for any particular grouping becoming too small to keep the 

probability of committing a Type II error low at the normally accepted Type I error level 

of 5%.  One of the often-cited reasons for using PLS-SEM is its ability to maintain higher 

levels of statistical power (i.e., low probability of a Type II error) than are realized using 

OLS regression.  Hair et al. (2014) provide guidelines for minimal sample size 

considerations.  One of the criterion for sample size is the “10 times rule”, where by the 

sample size required is at least 10 times the maximum number of structural paths pointing 

to any particular construct.  The 10 times rule was said to provide approximately a 20% 

or less probability of committing a Type II error, while maintaining a Type I error level 

of less than 5%, if the explained variance (R2) in the model was at least 50%.   

The author had four primary constructs in each of his models, and six structural 

paths for the latent variable PE.  A minimum sample size of 60 was not always possible 

for individual groups, and the implications of that will be discussed in the limitations 

section. 

Variance inflation factor (VIF) terms were examined in each model for each term.  

VIF values of greater than 5, would indicate potential collinearity problems in the model.  

No VIF levels greater than 5 ever occurred in the analysis. 

While Cronbach’s alpha statistics were used in the pilot survey to establish 

internal consistency validity, Hair et al. (2014) suggest the more appropriate measure of 
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internal consistency for PLS-SEM is the composite reliability index (CRI), “due to 

Cronbach alpha’s limitations in the population” (p. 101).  “Composite reliability values of 

.6 to .7 are acceptable in exploratory research, while in more advanced stages of research, 

values between .7 and .9 can be regarded as satisfactory” (Hair et al., 2014, p. 102). 

All two-sample tests between sample populations that were divided into groups 

were conducted using the Mann-Whitney test.  This is a non-parameter test used for 

detecting differences in the central tendency of populations, and a test not predicated on 

the assumption that output meets the normal distribution criteria. 

The survey included two open-ended questions that required qualitative coding 

techniques for analysis.  

Limitations 

This study contained limitations that were inherent in the research design. The 

survey was conducted on a convenience sample from a database of communications and 

marketing executives from a database maintained by the PRSA (Public Relations Society 

of America).  Thus, there were most likely biases present due to the fact the sample was 

not purely random and may not have represented the breadth of diversity that exists in 

entities with regards to size, strategy or organization types. The participants were all 

selected from North American companies.  This raises the question of generalizability to 

any country outside of North America. This generalizability issue is even deeper given 

that the respondents were likely educated in North America, where advanced business 

research methods are commonly taught.     

The model may have omitted constructs that would have explained additional 

variance in the model had they been included.  It is important to note, that the author 
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analyzed user assessments of the credibility of the results of the technology based on 

social and perception characteristics and not the physical attributes of the communication 

technology itself.  It is possible that had multiple formats of CMC been presented (i.e., 

synchronous vs. asynchronous, audio/visual vs. text-only format, etc.), and questions 

regarding perceptions of each been asked, differences in how the dependent variable was 

influenced by the independent variables may have been observed. 

Ethics Related to Human Subject Participation  

The study addressed confidentiality, privacy, avoidance of harm to 

survey participants, and included informed consent.  Permission to conduct the study was 

obtained from the participating university and the study was approved by the university’s 

Human Subjects Review Committee (HSRC) in the fall of 2014.  Anonymity was 

maintained and ensured that no one would be identified through the survey. The opening 

statement on the questionnaire informed the participants that all responses would be kept 

fully confidential.  

Summary 

Utilizing the cross-sectional design with a quantitative inquiry was the selected 

method of this research. The data was collected in one point in time so differences could 

be measured (de Vaus, 2001/2011). Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research 

design and methodology used in the study.  The research design was described along with 

description of population and samples. The survey results will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this research was to examine executive decision makers’ 

perceptions regarding the credibility of results attained through online focus groups, as 

compared to results attained through traditional face-to-face methods.  The research did 

this by testing the extendibility of the basic UTAUT framework to executive decision 

makers. The framework for this study included four research questions: 

RQ1:  Which of the four primary constructs (social presence, perceived ease of 

use, organizational capability, performance expectancy), consistent with prior 

acceptance theory, contribute to explained variance in behavioral intentional to 

use CMC methods for conducting focus groups?   

RQ2:  What moderating variables, consistent with prior acceptance theory, act in 

conjunction with the primary constructs on the behavioral intention to use CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups?  

RQ3:  How is the role of the facilitator perceived in a CMC environment versus a 

FTF environment?  

RQ4:  Are perceptions of executives regarding the comparability of CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups versus FTF focus groups consistent with the 

academic literature on the subject? 

Chapter four presents the data captured from a sample of executives in the field of 

marketing, market research, or corporate communications (N = 128).  The response 

variable of interest in this study is behavior intention to use (BI).  In the survey, “1” 
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indicated the respondent would always prefer the FTF method for conducting focus 

groups, “2” indicated the respondent would prefer to conduct the majority FTF, “3” 

indicated the respondent viewed FTF and CMC methods as comparable and would have 

no preference either way, “4” indicated the respondent would prefer to conduct the 

majority of focus groups using the CMC method, and “5” indicated the respondent would 

always prefer the CMC methodology. 

Organization of Data 

This chapter provides the results from the survey respondents and the statistical 

analysis conducted to investigate the relationship between four independent latent 

variables and one dependent variable, as well as potential effects of seven moderating 

variables.  The study results were presented in this order: 

• Demographic Data 

• Descriptive Statistics 

• Testing of Hypotheses 

• Structural Equation Models 

• Summary 

Chapter 4 starts with a description of the survey respondents in terms of 

demographic profiles and calculated scores. Following that is a section that describes the 

statistical analyses used in testing the hypotheses. All statistical test results were 

generated using IBM® SPSS® software version 20, Minitab® software version 16, 

and/or SMART PLS® software version 3.2.0. 
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Demographic Data 

An email requesting participation was sent to a list of 1,041 marketing, market 

research, or communications executives obtained from a database maintained by the 

PRSA (Public Relations Society of America). One-hundred, forty-five individuals 

initiated the survey, while 17 exited the survey prior to completion, leaving a total of 128 

surveys completed.    

Sixty (46.9%) of the respondents were female; the remaining 68 (53.1%) were 

male.  Prior studies found gender to be a significant moderating variable within the 

UTAUT framework.  The author believed that age could also contribute to differences in 

intention to use a technology-enabled solution such as CMC focus groups.  This belief 

was based on the literature review on prior UTAUT research, where age consistently 

appeared as a significant moderating variable.  Thirty-nine (30.4%) of the respondents 

were under 45 years old.  Forty-nine (38.4%) were between the ages 45 and 54.  Forty 

(31.2%) respondents were 55 years or older.  The companies from which the respondents 

came were reasonably balanced in terms of size.  Fifty-four (42.2%) indicated annual 

revenues of less than $1 billion; 74 (57.8%) indicated revenues of $1 billion or greater.  

The type of marketing conducted by the individual respondents was distributed as such:  

61 (47.7%) were primarily B2B, 42 (32.8%) primarily were B2C, and 25 (19.5%) were 

about equally B2B and B2C.  Seventy (54.7%) stated they had participated in an online 

focus group.  Seventy-two (56.3%) indicated they had facilitated a some type of focus 

group in the past.  Of those 72, three had facilitated only an online focus group, 50 had 

facilitated only a FTF focus group, and 19 had facilitated at least one of each type.  

Table 2 
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Frequency Statistics for Demographic Nominal Variable 

Variable Frequency Percent 
Gender 

  Female 60 46.9 
Male 68 53.1 

Total 128 100 
Age 

  Under 25 0 0 
25 to 34 4 3.1 
35 to 44 35 27.3 
45 to 54 49 38.3 
55 to 64 35 27.3 
65 to 74 4 3.1 
75 or older 1 0.8 

Total 128 99.9* 
Company Type 

  Public 86 67.2 
Private 42 32.8 

Total 128 100 
Approximate Annual 
Revenue 

  Less than $500 
million 34 26.6 
$500 million - $1 
billion 20 15.6 
Over $1 billion 74 57.8 

Total 128 100 
Type of Marketing 

  Primarily B2B 61 47.7 
Primarily B2C 42 32.8 
Equally B2B and 
B2C 25 19.5 

Total 128 100 
Participated in Online FG 

  Yes 70 54.7 
No 58 45.3 

Total 116 100 
Facilitated Any Type of FG 

  Yes 72 56.3 
No 56 43.8 

Total 128 100.1* 
* Rounding error 
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For exploratory purposes, descriptive statistics were generated for the behavioral 

intention to use (BI).  The data were considered across each of the moderating variables 

to be tested.  A statistically significant difference in one of these variables could indicate 

the need for that variable to be considered as a primary variable in the model rather than a 

moderating variable.  The data tables for each appear in the appendix (Appendix C).  

Regardless of how the data was grouped, and regardless of what subgroups of data were 

examined, there was consistent overlap of the 95% confidence intervals based on the t 

distribution using the appropriate degrees of freedom for each sample population.  This 

indicated there was no evidence to suggest that any of the variables considered to be 

moderating variables were potentially main effects instead.  

BI was the primary response variable of interest. There was a heavy bias towards 

the FTF methodology.     

Table 3 

Frequency Distribution of Counts for Variable Behavioral Intention to Use (BI) 

Response Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Always prefer FTF 12 9.4 9.4 
Mostly Prefer FTF 61 47.7 57 
No Preference 35 27.3 84.4 
Mostly Prefer 
Online 18 14.1 98.4 
Always Prefer 
Online 2 1.6 100 
Total 128 100 
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Hypothesis Testing and Findings 

Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d 

RQ1:  Which of the four primary constructs (social presence, perceived ease of 

use, organizational capability, performance expectancy), consistent with prior 

acceptance theory, contribute to explained variance in behavioral intentional to use 

CMC methods for conducting focus groups?   

Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d, were formed to answer the first research question. 

Four primary constructs were selected from prior UTAUT models.  The constructs were 

chosen based on the author’s experience and believed relevance to executive decision-

making.  Prior UTAUT models had investigated acceptance and use of technology at the 

user’s level only.  This was first known extension of the UTAUT model to executive 

decision makers.  

H1a:  Social presence (SP) will be positively related to intention to use (BI). 

Alt H1a:  Social presence (SP) will not be positively related to intention to use 

(BI). 

H1b:  Perceived ease of use (PEOU) will have no relationship with intention to use 

(BI). 

Alt H1b:  Perceived ease of use (PEOU) will have a relationship with intention to 

use (BI). 

H1c:  Organizational compatibility (OC) will be positively related intention to use 

(BI). 

Alt H1c:  Organizational compatibility (OC) will not be positively related intention 

to use (BI). 
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H1d:  Performance expectancy (PE) will be positively related to intention to use 

(BI). 

Alt H1d:  Performance expectancy (PE) will not be positively related to intention 

to use (BI). 

The analysis method chosen to test these hypotheses was partial least squares 

structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM).  As stated in chapter 3, this methodology had 

two distinct advantages over ordinary least squares (OLS) regression.  First, PLS-SEM 

makes no assumption about distribution characteristics of the underlying variables.  OLS 

regression has as an underlying assumption; the errors of the response variable are 

normally distributed. Second, OLS regression does not facilitate the inclusion of 

moderating variables (i.e., interaction terms) in the model.  Prior research utilizing the 

UTAUT framework had revealed the presence of number moderating variables.  Finally, 

the majority of the literature discovered during the research on the UTAUT framework 

revealed use of PLS-SEM extensively.  Thus, the author wished to preserve 

comparability of results from this research with those attained in prior research.  

The initial analysis did not assume or account for any potential moderating 

variable effects.  Those were included in subsequent analyses.  The initial model, to 

which the author referred as the base model, is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Base PLS-SEM path model with no moderating variables.  
* p <.05.  ** p < .01. 
 

Table 4 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity of Base Model with Primary 
Constructs 
 
Variable BI OC PEOU PE SP 
BI 1.000     
OC .465 .839    
PEOU -.346 -.233 .801   
PE .657 .490 -.320 .740  
SP .434 .302 -.065 .541 .779 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
 

 The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in the base 

model. 

Table 5 

Base Model Path Coefficients of Primary Constructs 
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n(N = 128) 

Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

OC 128 .166 .063 2.634** .009 
PEOU 128 -.152 .074 2.047* .041 
PE 128 .459 .089 5.142** .000 
SP 128 .125 .091 1.373 .170 
* p <.05.  ** p < .01. 

 

Three factors emerged as significant in the base model.  PE with a path loading of 

.459 had the largest contribution to explained variance in BI.  OC had the next largest 

effect, followed by PEOU.  In the base model, SP did not appear statistically significant.  

However, SP would be kept in the models going forward in the event there was a 

significant moderator variable present that could be interacting with SP, thus making a 

real effect seem insignificant.   

 

Table  6 

Quality Evaluation Criteria of Base Model with Primary Constructs 

 n(N = 128) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 

BI 128    .486 .457 
OC 128 .876 .705 .040   
PEOU 128 .781 .642 .039   
PE 128 .875 .547 .224   
SP 128 .822 .607 .021   
 

Explained variance in BI with the base model was R2 = .486.  This value was very 

close to some of the early UTAUT models found in the literature, and is comparable to 

what one would get if simply conducting an OLS regression on the model. 
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Internal consistency ratings were measured using the composite reliability index 

(CRI) as indicated in chapter 3.  CRI values, which ranged from .781 to .876, were all 

above minimum threshold value of .7.  

Given this analysis, H1c and H1d were supported.  The path coefficients for OC 

and PE were both positive and significant at the 99% confidence level.  H1a and H1b were 

not supported.  There was no statistical support that the path coefficient associated with 

SP could be attributed to any more than random error.  PEOU had a path coefficient that 

was found to be statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.  The path coefficient 

for PEOU was negative however, indicating that as the perceived ease of use became 

more difficult (i.e., higher value on the Likert scale), behavioral intention to use (BI) got 

lower.  This made sense from an intuitive perspective as well. 

RQ2:  What moderating variables, consistent with prior acceptance theory, act in 

conjunction with the primary constructs on the behavioral intention to use CMC methods 

for conducting focus groups?  

Gender, age, and experience had shown to have moderating effects in prior 

UTAUT models.  These factors were brought into this research as well as a few others 

that were more descriptive of company characteristics.  Specifically, whether the 

company was public or private, had more of a service oriented strategy than a product or 

low-cost strategy, and primarily a B2B or B2C business, were considered by the author as 

having potential moderating effects on the main constructs.  

Before the models using the moderating variables were constructed, the author 

tested for collinearity among the potential moderating variables.  In regression modeling, 

multicollinearity leads to bias in the regression coefficients, typically artificially reducing 
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the estimated effect because the effect is potentially partially present in other variables.  

While the PLS-SEM approach is less sensitive to multicollinearity effects than OLS 

regression, high levels can result in misinterpretation of the data.  The author looked for 

significant correlations among those variables using the Spearman rho statistic.  The 

correlation analysis (Appendix D) revealed only two significant correlations:  There was 

a relationship between size of the company (SIZE26) and classification (CLASS25) of 

the company, public or private.  This was not a surprise since larger companies are more 

likely than smaller companies to be publicly held.  The other significant relationship was 

between participation in focus groups by the individual (PART26) and type of primary 

marketing conducted (TYPE27).  This relationship was significant at the 95% confidence 

level, but with rs = -.194, the actual correlation was rather low.  

Given the evidence of low levels of multicollinearity among the potential 

moderating variables, most of these variables were tested utilizing the PLS-SEM 

procedure as an attempt to better understand potential interaction relationships with the 

primary constructs. 

Hypothesis 2a 

The first hypothesis, which addressed answering this research question, dealt with 

how the individual identified the primary type of marketing conducted by his or her 

organization. 

H2a:  Organizations who are predominately B2B will exhibit a lower intention to 

use CMC methods than B2C organizations. 

Alt H2a:  Organizations who are predominately B2B will not exhibit a lower 

intention to use CMC methods than B2C organizations. 
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Table 7 

Mann-Whitney Test for Behavioral Intention to Use, Moderating Variable Primary Type 
of Marketing Conducted 

 
  Mann-Whitney Test 
Primarily Type 
of Marketing 
Conducted 

 n (N=103) Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

B2B  61 52.26 3187.86 
B2C 
 

 42 51.62 2168.04 

Z -.115    
Sig. (2-tailed) .908    

 

Based on the Mann-Whitney test (Z = -.115, p = .91 > .05), the decision to go 

with the alternate hypothesis was made.  There was not sufficient statistical evidence to 

infer that predominately B2B marketing organizations were any less likely to utilize 

CMC methodologies for conducting focus groups than were predominately B2C 

marketing organizations. 

A new path model was developed utilizing the type of marketing as a potential 

moderating variable.  For purposes of the path model development, the selection “equally 

B2B and B2C” was omitted; only “primarily B2B” and “primarily B2C” were used. 
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Figure 3.  Path model with primary type of marketing conducted as moderating variable.  
Path loadings for primarily B2B marking companies are in the unshaded boxes; path 
loadings for primarily B2C marketing companies are in the shaded boxes. 
* p <.05.  ** p < .01. 
 

 

Table 8 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Primary Type 
of Marketing Conducted 

 
  n(N=103) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
B2B       
BI 61 1.000     
OC 61 .492 .832    
PEOU 61 -.446 -.361 .815   
PE 61 .680 .596 -.362 .719  
SP 61 .454 .174 .035 .527 .811 
B2C       
BI 42 1.000     
OC 42 .479 .863    
PEOU 42 -.437 -.107 .762   
PE 42 .675 .454 -.248 .798  
SP 42 .596 .438 -.071 .636 .710 
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* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
  

The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using primary marketing type as the moderating variable. 

 

Table 9 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Primary Type of Marketing Conducted 

 
  

n(N=103) 
Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

B2B      
OC 61 .125 .124 1.009 .313 
PEOU 61 -.272 .110 2.483* .013 
PE 61 .380 .139 2.739** .006 
SP 61 .242 .140 1.728 .085 
B2C      
OC 42 .166 .108 1.534 .126 
PEOU 42 -.315 .111 2.837** .005 
PE 42 .341 .152 2.236* .026 
SP 42 .284 .149 1.901 .058 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 

This model was very interesting in the fact that OC no longer emerged as a factor 

significant in explaining any of the variance in BI, however, it should be noted that the 

subgroup sample sizes were about half to two-thirds lower for the subgroups.  Both PE 

and PEOU were significant, and the direction of the relationships stayed the same as with 

the base model.  

Table 10 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Primary Marketing Type 
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 B2B B2C    
 
 

 
n 

Path 
Coef. 

 
SE 

 
n 

Path 
Coef. 

 
SE 

 
t 

 
df 

 
p 

OC 61 0.13 0.12 42 0.17 0.11 -0.59 7.67 0.573 
PEOU 61 -0.27 0.11 42 -0.32 0.11 0.31 8.02 0.762 
PE 61 0.38 0.14 42 0.34 0.15 0.20 12.48 0.843 
SP 61 0.24 0.14 42 0.28 0.15 -0.30 10.95 0.771 
 

 There were no statistically significant differences between the path coefficients 

between B2B and B2C subgroups on a variable-by-variable basis.  

Table 11 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Primary Type of Marketing Conducted 

 
 n(N=103) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 
B2B       
BI 61 1.000 1.000  .551 .457 
OC 61 .870 .691 .021   
PEOU 61 .797 .665 .129   
PE 61 .862 .517 .135   
SP 61 .851 .657 .084   
B2C       
BI 42 1.000 1.000  .617 .533 
OC 42 .897 .744 .055   
PEOU 42 .718 .581 .239   
PE 42 .910 .637 .158   
SP 42 .753 .504 .118   
 

 The overall explained variance (R2 = .551) for the B2B model was only 

marginally better than the base model, while the explained variance (R2 = .617) for the 

B2C model indicated the constructs accounted for approximately 10% more of the 

variance in BI.  Again, all of the CRI indices are above the minimum threshold of .7. 
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Hypothesis 2b 

H2b:  Marketing executives who have not previously participated in online focus 

groups will perceive the effectiveness of the FTF methodology to be greater than 

the CMC methodology and thus will have a lower rating for intention to use. 

Alt H2b:  Marketing executives who have not previously participated in online 

focus groups will not perceive the effectiveness of the FTF methodology to be 

greater than the CMC methodology and thus will not have a lower rating for 

intention to use. 

Table 12 

Mann-Whitney Test for Behavioral Intention to Use, Moderating Variable Prior 
Participation in a Focus Group 

 
  Mann-Whitney Test 
Participated in 
Focus Group 

 n (N=128) Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Yes  70 66.57 4659.90 
No 
 

 58 62.00 3596.00 

Z -.745    
Sig. (2-tailed) .456    

 

Based on the Mann-Whitney test (Z = -.745, p = .456 > .05), the decision to go 

with the alternate hypothesis was made.  There was not sufficient statistical evidence to 

infer that individuals who had prior experience participating in focus groups were any 

less likely or any more likely to prefer the use of FTF focus groups than those individuals 

who had not previously participated in one. 

A new path model was developed utilizing whether or not the individual had 

previously participated in a focus group of any kind as a potential moderating variable. 
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Figure 4.  Path model with prior participation in focus group as the moderating variable.  
Path loadings for individuals who had previously participated in a focus group are in the 
unshaded boxes; path loadings for individuals who had not previously participated in a 
focus group are in the shaded boxes. 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
 
Table 13 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Prior 
Participation in a Focus Group 
 
  n(N=128) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
Have 
Participated 
in Focus 
Group 

      

BI 70 1.000     
OC 70 .480 .870    
PEOU 70 -.174 -.180 .751   
PE 70 .715 .515 -.251 .735  
SP 70 .432 .389 .009 .520 .794 
Have not 
Participated 
in Focus 
Group 
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BI 58 1.000     
OC 58 .449 .789    
PEOU 58 -.508 -.265 .865   
PE 58 .632 .536 -.413 .744  
SP 58 .451 .202 -.167 .548 .769 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
 

The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using primary participation in a focus group as the moderating 

variable. 

 

Table 14 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Prior Participation in a Focus Group 

 
  

n(N=128) 
Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Have 
Participated 
in Focus 
Group 

     

OC 70 .143 .079 1.804 .072 
PEOU 70 .005 .114 0.044 .965 
PE 70 .612 .113 5.402** .000 
SP 70 .058 .117 0.496 .620 
Have not 
Participated 
in Focus 
Group 

     

OC 58 .162 .121 1.339 .181 
PEOU 58 -.303 .131 2.307* .021 
PE 58 .314 .165 1.904 .057 
SP 58 .196 .149 1.316 .189 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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 For individuals who had prior experience with focus groups of any kind, PE was 

the only factor in the model that exhibited statistical significance (t = 5.402, p = 0 < .05).  

For individuals who had not indicated prior experience with focus groups of any kind, 

PEOU was the only factor that exhibited a statistical significance (t = 2.307, p = .02 < 

.05).  

Table 15 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Prior Participation in a Focus 
Group 

 Have Participated in a 
Focus Group 

Have Not Participated in 
a Focus Group 

   

  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

 
SE 

 
n 

Path 
Coef. 

 
SE 

 
t 

 
df 

 
p 

OC 70 0.14 0.08 58 0.16 0.12 -0.28 9.83 0.788 
PEOU 70 0.01 0.11 58 -0.30 0.13 2.83* 5.47 0.037 
PE 70 0.61 0.11 58 0.31 0.17 1.24 11.30 0.241 
SP 70 0.06 0.12 58 0.20 0.15 -1.78 7.66 0.118 
* p < .05.  

 There was a statistically significant difference in the PEOU construct (t = 2.83, p 

= .037 < .05), indicating if the respondent had no prior participation experience in a focus 

group, perceived ease of use was a significant indicator of BI, whereas PEOU was not a 

significant indicator of BI if they had prior experience participating. 

Table 16 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Prior Participation in a Focus Group 

	   n(N=128)	   CRI	   AVE	   f2	   R2	   Q2	  
Have 
Participated 
in Focus 
Group	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  

BI	   70	   1.000	   1.000	  
	  

.531	   .472	  
OC	   70	   .903	   .758	   .031	  
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PEOU	   70	   .720	   .563	   .000	  
	   	  PE	   70	   .871	   .541	   .462	  
	   	  SP	   70	   .837	   .631	   .005	  
	   	  Have not 

Participated 
in Focus 
Group	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  

BI	   58	   1.000	   1.000	  
	  

.513	   .388	  
OC	   58	   .830	   .622	   .038	  

	   	  PEOU	   58	   .855	   .748	   .155	  
	   	  PE	   58	   .879	   .554	   .093	  
	   	  SP	   58	   .811	   .591	   .054	  
	   	   

 While prior participation does appear to interact with PEOU, both models have 

approximately the same amount of explained variance in BI (R2 = .531 and R2 = .513).  

For those who indicated they had participated in a focus group, PE was the dominant 

effect.  For those who indicated they had not participated in a focus group, PEOU had a 

marginally greater effect than PE.  CRI values were all above the .7 threshold. 

Hypothesis 2c 

H2c:  Female marketing executives will consider the CMC methodology less 

effective than do male marketing executives thereby exhibiting a lower intention 

to use. 

Alt H2c:  Female marketing executives will not consider the CMC methodology 

less effective than do male marketing executives thereby not exhibiting a lower 

intention to use. 

Table 17 

Mann-Whitney Test for Behavioral Intention, Moderating Variable Gender 

  Mann-Whitney Test 
Gender  n (N=128) Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
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Female  60 66.48 3988.80 
Male 
 

 68 62.76 4267.68 

Z -.607    
Sig. (2-tailed) .544    
     

 

Again, as with the previous hypothesis, the Mann-Whitney test indicated a Z-

score of -.607 with a significance level, p = .54, thus making the position hypothesized in 

H2c unsupported.   

Gender had shown to be a significant moderating variable in prior UTAUT 

models.  Thus the base model PLS-SEM model was built with two groups, one with 

female respondents (n = 60) and one with male respondents (n = 68). 

 

Figure 5.  Path model with gender as the moderating variable.  Path loadings for female 
respondents are in the unshaded boxes; path loadings for male respondents are in the 
shaded boxes. 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
 

Table 18 
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Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Gender 

  n(N=128) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
Female       
BI 60 1.000     
OC 60 .514 .822    
PEOU 60 -.474 -.189 .826   
PE 60 .637 .496 -.380 .744  
SP 60 .614 .384 -.199 .572 .737 
Male       
BI 68 1.000     
OC 68 .453 .854    
PEOU 68 -.259 -.248 .772   
PE 68 .686 .505 -.279 .737  
SP 68 .262 .242 .022 .523 .831 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
 

The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using gender as the moderating variable. 

 
Table 19 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Gender 

  
n(N=128) 

Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Female      
OC 60 .216 .084 2.566* .011 
PEOU 60 -.278 .094 2.973** .003 
PE 60 .226 .115 1.960 .051 
SP 60 .346 .111 3.107** .002 
Male      
OC 68 .133 .103 1.298 .195 
PEOU 68 -.036 .104 0.342 .733 
PE 68 .673 .108 6.224** .000 
SP 68 -.121 .115 1.054 .292 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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 For the model represented by the female participants, SP (t = 3.107, p = .002 < 

.05), PEOU (t = 2.973, p = .003 < .05), and OC (t = 2.566, p = .011 < .05) were 

statistically significant in their relationship to BI.  For the model represented by male 

participants, only PE (t = 6.224, p = .002 < .05) exhibited a statistically significant 

relationship in explaining variance in BI. 

Table 20 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Gender 

	   Female	   Male	   	   	   	  
 	  

n 
Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
t 

	  
df 

	  
p 

OC	   60	   0.22	   0.08	   68	   0.13	   0.10	   1.10	   7.21	   0.306	  
PEOU	   60	   -0.28	   0.09	   68	   -0.04	   0.10	   -2.84	   3.75	   0.066	  
PE	   60	   0.23	   0.12	   68	   0.67	   0.11	   -1.92	   6.94	   0.103	  
SP	   60	   0.35	   0.11	   68	   -0.12	   0.12	   3.85**	   6.21	   0.008	  
** p < .01. 

 The path coefficients for the SP construct were statistically different (t = 3.85, p = 

.008 < .01) between the female subgroup and the male subgroup. 

Table 21 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Gender 

 n(N=128) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 
Female       
BI 60 1.000 1.000 

 
.600 .506 

OC 60 .860 .676 0.086 
  PEOU 60 .811 .682 0.165 
  PE 60 .879 .554 0.068 
  SP 60 .781 .544 0.198 
  Male       

BI 68 1.000 1.000 

 

.499 .443 
OC 68 .889 .729 0.026 

  PEOU 68 .743 .596 0.002 
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PE 68 .872 .543 0.485 

  SP 68 .870 .691 0.020 
   

 The model using female respondents appeared a little more robust than the base 

model in terms of explained variance in BI (R2 = .600), whereas the model using male 

respondents was very close to the base model in terms of variance explained (R2 = .499).   

Hypothesis 2d 

H2d:  Age of the decision-maker will be negatively correlated with acceptance of 

results attained through the CMC methodology thereby exhibiting a lower 

intention to use. 

Alt H2d:  Age of the decision-maker will not be negatively correlated with 

acceptance of results attained through the CMC methodology thereby not 

exhibiting a lower intention to use. 

For purposes of addressing this hypothesis, the author did an OLS regression 

between age of participant and BI.  The ANOVA table is shown: 

Table 22 

Analysis of Variance of Participant Age on Behavioral Intention to Use (BI) 

 
Source 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Squares 

Mean 
Square 

 
F - ratio 

Sig. (2 –
tailed) 

Regression 1 1.4 1.4 1.72 0.192 

Residual 
Error 

126 102.58 0.81   

 
Total 

 
127 

 
103.98 

   

 

From this analysis, age did not appear to be related to BI.  Thus hypothesis 2d was 

inferred to be false. 
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To see whether or not age affected the PLS-SEM model, age was sorted into two 

groups.  One group was comprised of those respondents 55 or older; the other group was 

respondents under 55.  The path model is shown below.  

 

 

Figure 6.  Path model with age classification as the moderating variable.  Path loadings 
for older respondents are in the unshaded boxes; path loadings for younger respondents 
are in the shaded boxes. 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
 

Table 23 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Age 
Classification 
 
  n(N=128) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
Older       
BI 40 1.000     
OC 40 .652 .882    
PEOU 40 -.549 -.448 .775   
PE 40 .737 .642 -.485 .768  
SP 40 .610 .462 -.278 .680 .745 
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Younger       
BI 88 1.000     
OC 88 .368 .817    
PEOU 88 -.279 -.114 .804   
PE 88 .616 .392 -.242 .729  
SP 88 .355 .192 .012 .477 .798 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
 

The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using age classification as the moderating variable. 

Table 24 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Age Classification 

  
n(N=128) 

Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Older      
OC 40 .242 .133 1.820 .069 
PEOU 40 -.222 .114 1.944 .052 
PE 40 .330 .167 1.980* .048 
SP 40 .212 .136 1.566 .118 
Younger      
OC 88 .146 .072 2.022 .044 
PEOU 88 -.149 .089 1.682 .093 
PE 88 .473 .106 4.485** .000 
SP 88 .103 .119 0.871 .384 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 

 For the model represented by the older participants, PE (t = 3.107, p = .002 < .05) 

was the only statistically significant factor at the 95% confidence level.  However, the 

sample size (n = 40) was near minimum levels to maintain statistical power (i.e., low beta 

error).  OC (t = 1.82, p = .069 < .10) and PEOU (t = 1.944, p = .052 < .10) would both 

have been deemed statistically significant in their relationship to BI at the 90% 

confidence level.  For the model represented by younger participants, PE (t = 4.485, p = 
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.00 < .05) and OC (t = 2.022, p = .044 < .05) exhibited a statistically significant 

relationship with BI. 

Table 25 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Age Classification  

	   Older	   Younger	   	   	   	  
 	  

n 
Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
t 

	  
df 

	  
p 

OC	   40	   0.24	   0.13	   88	   0.15	   0.07	   1.01	   5.23	   0.361	  
PEOU	   40	   -0.22	   0.11	   88	   -0.15	   0.09	   -0.85	   5.63	   0.436	  
PE	   40	   0.33	   0.17	   88	   0.47	   0.11	   -0.70	   13.72	   0.493	  
SP	   40	   0.21	   0.14	   88	   0.10	   0.12	   1.28	   5.59	   0.255	  
 

 There were no significant differences in construct path coefficients between the 

older and younger subgroups. 

Table 26 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Age Classification 

 n(N=128) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 
Older       
BI 40 1.000 1.000 

 

.653 .541 
OC 40 .913 .778 .095 

  PEOU 40 .750 .601 .103 

  PE 40 .892 .591 .115 
  SP 40 .788 .556 .069 

  Younger       
BI 88 1.000 1.000 

 

.424 .310 
OC 88 .853 .667 .031 

  PEOU 88 .781 .647 .036 

  PE 88 .868 .531 .246 
  SP 88 .840 .637 .014 
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The model using older respondents was the model that had the most explained 

variance in BI (R2 = .653) of any of the models tested despite its comparatively small 

sample size.  The model using younger respondents was close to the base model in terms 

of variance explained (R2 = .424), but was the worst in absolute value of all of the models 

tested.   

Hypothesis 2e 

 
H2e:  Organizations with a service-oriented strategy will be less accepting of CMC 

results than product driven or cost driven organizations thereby exhibiting a lower 

intention to use. 

Alt H2e:  Organizations with a service-oriented strategy will not be less accepting 

of CMC results than product driven or cost driven organizations thereby not 

exhibiting a lower intention to use. 

 

Table 27 

Mann-Whitney Test for Behavioral Intention to Use, Independent Variable Strategy 

  Mann-Whitney Test 
Strategy  n (N=121) Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
Service 
Focused 

 53 64.12 3398.36 

Product 
Focused 
 

 68 58.57 3982.76 

Z .924    
Sig. (2-tailed) .355    
     

Once again the Mann-Whitney test was used for respondents who classified 

themselves as either product-oriented (n = 68) or service-oriented (n = 53), in terms of 

strategy.  Because of the small number of respondents (n = 7) that identified themselves 
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as low-cost in terms of strategy, and the high degree of sampling error associated with 

such a small sample size, these respondents were excluded from the analysis related to 

this hypothesis.  

There was no statistically significant different in BI between the two groups, thus 

hypothesis 2e is not supported. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Path model with strategy as the moderating variable.  Path loadings for 
service-focused organizations are in the unshaded boxes; path loadings for product-
focused organizations are in the shaded boxes. 
* p <.05.  ** p < .01. 
 

Table 28 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Strategy 

  n(N=121) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
Service 
Focused       

BI 53 1.000     
OC 53 .349 .774    
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PEOU 53 -.241 -.022 .793   
PE 53 .646 .347 -.105 .680  
SP 53 .518 .243 -.004 .477 .762 
Product 
Focused       

BI 68 1.000     
OC 68 .568 .863    
PEOU 68 -.475 -.352 .832   
PE 68 .686 .604 -.429 .773  
SP 68 .390 .379 -.076 .608 .799 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
 

The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using strategy as the moderating variable. 

 

Table 29 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Strategy 

* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 

 Two factors emerged as statistically significant with the service-focused group 

and three emerged with the product-focused group.  PE (t = 3.722, p = .00 < .05) and SP 

  
n(N=121) 

Path 
Coefficient 

 
SE 

 
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Service 
Focused 

     

OC 53 .121 .097 1.245 .214 
PEOU 53 -.190 .126 1.504 .133 
PE 53 .456 .122 3.722** .000 
SP 53 .270 .119 2.263* .024 
Product 
Focused 

     

OC 68 .213 .092 2.313* .021 
PEOU 68 -.199 .092 2.156* .032 
PE 68 .465 .135 3.449** .001 
SP 68 .011 .133 0.080 .937 
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(t = 2.206, p = .02 < .05) statistically contributed to the explained variance in BI for the 

service-focused group.  PE (t = 3.449, p = .00 < .05), OC (t = 2.313, p = .02 < .05), and 

PEOU (t = 2.156, p = .03 < .05) were each significant factors in the model for BI.  

Table 30 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Strategy 

	   Service Focused	   Product Focused	   	   	   	  

 	  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
t 

	  
df 

	  
p 

OC	   53	   0.12	   0.10	   68	   0.21	   0.09	   -1.24	   7.69	   0.255	  
PEOU	   53	   -0.19	   0.13	   68	   -0.20	   0.09	   0.10	   10.64	   0.922	  
PE	   53	   0.46	   0.12	   68	   0.47	   0.14	   -0.04	   13.22	   0.970	  
SP	   53	   0.27	   0.12	   68	   0.01	   0.13	   2.80	   4.21	   0.049	  
 

 The path coefficients for SP differed significantly (t = 2.80, p = .049 < .05) 

between the service-focused subgroup and the product-focused subgroup. 

Table 31 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Strategy 

 n(N=121) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 
Service 
Focused       

BI 53 1.000 1.000 
 

.522 .394 
OC 53 .816 .599 .027 

  PEOU 53 .765 .629 .074 
  PE 53 .826 .462 .307 

  SP 53 .805 .580 .116 
  Product 

Focused 
      

BI 68 1.000 1.000 

 

.539 .434 
OC 68 .897 .745 .061 

  PEOU 68 .818 .693 .064 

  PE 68 .897 .598 .188 
  SP 68 .840 .638 .000 
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 While the two models exhibited some differences in the factors deemed 

significant, both the service-focused organization group (R2 = .522) and product-focused 

organization group (R2 = .539) were close to the base model in terms of explained 

variance in BI.  CRI values were all above the .7 threshold. 

 
Hypothesis 2f 

 
H2f:  Public companies will place more credibility on the CMC technology than 

will private companies resulting in a higher intention to use. 

Alt H2f:  Public companies will not place more credibility on the CMC technology 

than will private companies, thus not resulting in a higher intention to use. 

Table 32 

Mann-Whitney Test for Behavioral Intention, Moderating Variable Classification 

  Mann-Whitney Test 
Classification  n (N=128) Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
Private 
Company 

 42 66.17 2779.14 

Public 
Company 
 

 86 63.69 5477.34 

Z .381    
Sig. (2-tailed) .703    
     

 

Based on the Mann-Whitney test, hypothesis 2f was unsupported.  There was not 

sufficient statistical evidence to suggest there was any difference in BI between public or 

private companies.   
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Figure 8.  Path model with company classification as moderating variable.  Path loadings 
for private companies are in the unshaded boxes; path loadings for public companies are 
in the shaded boxes. 
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
 
 
Table 33 

Fornell-Larcker Criteria for Discriminate Validity, Moderating Variable Company 
Classification 
 
  n(N=128) BI OC PEOU PE SP 
Private       
BI 42 1.000     
OC 42 .429 .846    
PEOU 42 -.371 -.216 .724   
PE 42 .713 .588 -.297 .759  
SP 42 .707 .418 -.371 .648 .789 
Public       
BI 86 1.000     
OC 86 .498 .837    
PEOU 86 -.389 -.246 .817   
PE 86 .630 .448 -.330 .733  
SP 86 .329 .257 .004 .498 .767 
* The square root of the diagonal elements should be greater than the absolute value of 
any of the off-diagonal elements for good discriminate validity. 
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The Fornell-Larcker criteria indicated adequate discriminate validity in both of 

the models developed using company classification as the moderating variable. 

 

Table 34 

Model Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Company Classification 

	   	  
n(N=128)	  

Path 
Coefficient	  

	  
SE 

	  
t 

Sig. (2-
tailed)	  

Private	   	   	   	   	   	  
OC	   42	   -.012 .108	   0.111	   .912	  
PEOU	   42	   -.098	   .114	   0.859	   .391	  
PE	   42	   .435	   .173	   2.516*	   .012	  
SP	   42	   .393	   .139	   2.835**	   .005	  
Public	   	   	   	   	   	  
OC	   86	   .245	   .083	   2.965**	   .003	  
PEOU	   86	   -.186	   .081	   2.289*	   .023	  
PE	   86	   .432	   .098	   4.397**	   .000	  
SP	   86	   .052	   .109	   0.477	   .634	  
* p < .05.  ** p < .01. 

Two factors were inferred as statistically significant with the private company 

group and three factors were inferred as statistically significant with the public company 

group.  PE (t = 2.516, p = .012 < .05) and SP (t = 2.835, p = .005 < .05) statistically 

contributed to the explained variance in BI for the private company group.  PE (t = 4.397, 

p = .00 < .05), OC (t = 2.965, p = .003 < .05), and PEOU (t = 2.289, p = .023 < .05) were 

each significant factors in the model for BI.  

Table 35 

Comparison of Path Coefficients, Moderating Variable Company Classification 

	   Private	   Public	   	   	   	  
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n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
n 

Path 
Coef. 

	  
SE 

	  
t 

	  
df 

	  
p 

OC	   42	   -0.01	   0.11	   86	   0.25	   0.08	   -3.66*	   5.10	   0.015	  
PEOU	   42	   -0.10	   0.11	   86	   -0.19	   0.08	   1.42	   8.85	   0.193	  
PE	   42	   0.44	   0.17	   86	   0.43	   0.10	   0.01	   11.66	   0.990	  
SP	   42	   0.39	   0.14	   86	   0.05	   0.11	   2.34	   3.86	   0.101	  
* p < .05.  

 The path coefficients for OC differed significantly (t = -3.66, p = .015 < .05) 

between the private entity subgroup and the public entity subgroup. 

Table 36 

Quality Evaluation Criteria, Moderating Variable Company Classification 

 n(N=128) CRI AVE f2 R2 Q2 
Private       
BI 42 1.000 1.000 

 
.620 .543 

OC 42 .883 .716 .000 
  PEOU 42 .611 .524 .022 
  PE 42 .886 .576 .228 
  SP 42 .831 .622 .221 
  Public       

BI 86 1.000 1.000 
 

.484 .370 
OC 86 .874 .701 .091 

  PEOU 86 .801 .668 .056 
  PE 86 .871 .537 .209 
  SP 86 .810 .589 .004 
   

 The private company model yielded an explained variance (R2) in BI of 

approximately 62%, while the public company model was lower (R2 = .48) and not 

substantially different from the base model.  CRI values were above .7 with the exception 

of PEOU in the private company model, indicating some inconsistency in responses in 

between the two statements that made up the PEOU latent variable. 
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Hypothesis 3 

RQ3:  How is the role of the facilitator perceived in a CMC environment versus a 

FTF environment?  

H3:  The role of the focus group facilitator will be perceived as more important in 

the FTF environment than in the CMC environment. 

Alt H3:  The role of the focus group facilitator will not be perceived as more 

important in the FTF environment than in the CMC environment. 

Statement 5 in the survey specifically addressed this question.  The author’s belief 

was that facilitator experience with managing group dynamics, reading body language, 

etc., would be perceived as more important in a FTF setting than in a CMC setting.  Thus, 

the expected value of the response to statement 5 in the survey would be below 3.0 

(equally important whether in a FTF setting or a CMC setting).  

Table 37 

Response to Survey Statement BI18  
 
Response Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Much less 
important 4 0.31 3.1 
Somewhat Less 
Important 19 14.8 18 
Equal Importance 47 36.7 54.7 
Somewhat More 
Important 29 22.7 77.3 
Much More 
Important 29 22.7 100 
Total 128 100 

  

The data indicated just the opposite to be the case.  The average response was 

3.47.  Of 128 respondents, only 23 (18.0%) indicated that the experience level in a CMC 
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type focus group was much less important (n = 4) or somewhat less important (n = 19) 

than in a FTF setting.  Forty-seven (36.7%) respondents indicated equal importance.  

Fifty-eight (45.3%) respondents indicated that the experience level in a CMC type focus 

group was somewhat more important (n = 29) or much more important (n = 29) than in a 

FTF setting.  

Hypothesis 4 

RQ4:  Are perceptions of executives regarding the comparability of CMC 

methods for conducting focus groups versus FTF focus groups consistent with the 

academic literature on the subject? 

H4:  In terms of four output measures of focus groups (depth, breadth, 

participation, efficiency), CMC methods for conducting focus groups will be 

perceived less effective than FTF focus groups. 

Alt H4:  In terms of four output measures of focus groups (depth, breadth, 

participation, efficiency), CMC methods for conducting focus groups will be 

perceived as effective or more effective than FTF focus groups. 

 

As stated in Chapter Two, most of the academic research on the subject of online 

focus groups revealed that results attained were almost identical along four quantifiable 

criteria, with those attained in FTF focus groups.  Depth of responses (deep meaningful 

insights), breadth of responses (number of number ideas), efficiency (ideas generated per 

words used), and participation (equality of contribution by all participants) had each been 

found no worse, and in some studies better, in CMC settings than in FTF settings. 
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Social presence was the most negatively perceived aspect of CMC focus groups 

relative to FTF focus groups.  There were three statements that dealt with social presence:  

109 (85.2%) respondents rated online focus groups as somewhat less social (n = 55) or 

much less social (n = 54) than FTF focus groups;  97 (75.8%) rated online focus groups 

as somewhat less personal (n = 54) or much less personal (n = 43) than FTF focus 

groups;  95 (74.2%) rated online focus groups somewhat less interactive (n = 48) or much 

less interactive (n = 47) than FTF focus groups.  Yet, 97 respondents rated online focus 

groups as somewhat less intimating (n = 70) or much less intimidating (n = 27) than FTF 

focus groups.  

There were two questions related to perceived ease of use.  In terms of assessing 

the quality of results from an online focus group relative to a FTF focus group, 39 

(30.5%) respondents perceived online focus groups somewhat easier to assess (n = 29) or 

much easier to assess (n = 10), while 52 (40.6%) perceived online focus groups 

somewhat more difficult to assess (n = 45) or much more difficult to assess (n = 7).  

However, when it came ease of administering, online focus groups were generally 

perceived easier.  Seventy-nine (61.7%) respondents perceived the online focus groups 

either somewhat easier to administer (n = 46) or much easier to administer (n = 33) than 

FTF focus groups.  

There were three statements relating to organizational compatibility.  The first 

statement dealt with whether online focus groups were compatible with aspects of the 

respondent’s work.  Fifty-two (40.6%) respondents indicated online focus groups were 

not compatible with all aspects of their work.  Forty (31.3%) respondents indicated online 
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focus groups were compatible with all aspects of their work, while 36 (28.1%) indicated 

neither agreement nor disagreement with the statement.   

The second and third statements regarding organization compatibility focused on 

the organization.  Fifty-three (41.4%) respondents indicated online focus groups were 

compatible with the way their organizations liked to conduct business, while only 27 

(21.1%) respondents indicated that was not the case.  Fifty-nine (46.1%) respondents 

indicated using online focus groups for market research was compatible with their 

organization’s strategy, while only 14 (10.9%) respondents said it was not. 

Performance expectancy had six reflective statements.  These statements were 

used to assess the degree to which the respondent agreed or disagreed with the ability of 

CMC focus groups to yield results that could be trusted, relative to results from FTF 

focus groups, for use in strategic decision-making.  

Seventy-eight (60.9%) respondents either agreed (n = 70) or strongly agreed (n = 

8) that results attained from online focus groups would be as useful for strategic decisions 

as results attained from FTF focus groups.  Only 28 (21.9%) either disagreed (n = 27) or 

strongly disagreed (n = 1) with that statement. 

Seventy-nine (61.7%) respondents either agreed (n = 74) or strongly agreed (n = 

5) that using online focus groups would enable them to make information strategic 

decisions more quickly than using FTF focus groups would allow.  Only 19 (14.8%) 

either disagreed (n = 19) or strongly disagreed (n = 0) with that statement. 

Sixty-two (48.4%) respondents either agreed (n = 54) or strongly agreed (n = 8) 

that using online focus groups for strategic decisions would increase their productivity 
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more than using FTF focus groups.  Only 20 (15.6%) either disagreed (n = 19) or 

strongly disagreed (n = 1) with that statement. 

Sixty-one (47.7%) respondents either agreed (n = 54) or strongly agreed (n = 7) 

that they were as confident in the results attained from an online focus group as they were 

with results in a FTF focus group. However, 42 (32.8%) either disagreed (n = 41) or 

strongly disagreed (n = 1) with that statement.  So here, there began to be a little more of 

a balance between agreement and disagreement with the statement. 

Thirty-six (28.1%) respondents either agreed (n = 33) or strongly agreed (n = 3) 

that results attained from an online focus group are of the same or higher quality than 

results attained in a FTF focus group. Forty-five (32.8%) respondents either disagreed (n 

= 43) or strongly disagreed (n = 2) with that statement.    

Thirty-two (24.2%) respondents either agreed (n = 31) or strongly agreed (n = 1) 

that an online focus group does as good or better job of providing insights for strategic 

decisions than does a FTF focus group. Forty-nine (38.3%) respondents either disagreed 

(n = 44) or strongly disagreed (n = 5) with that statement. 

Given the relative balance of agreement and disagreement among positive 

perceptions (and negative perceptions) of online focus groups relative to FTF focus 

groups, the author expected that the distribution of responses to the statement regarding 

the executive’s preference to use to be relatively balanced around a neutral rating.  The 

statement was written:  “Based on your knowledge of focus groups, please indicate your 

preference.” 

Only 20 (15.6%) respondents indicated they would either prefer to conduct the 

majority of their focus groups online (n = 18) or always prefer to conduct focus groups 
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online (n = 2).  Seventy-three (57.0%) respondents indicated they would either prefer to 

conduct the majority of their focus groups face-to-face (n = 61) or always prefer to 

conduct focus groups face-to-face (n = 12).  Thirty-five (27.4%) indicated the belief that 

the two methods were comparable, so they had no preference. 

In the survey, the author included a statement intended to reflect personal bias.  

Sixty-seven (52.3%) respondents either agreed (n = 64) or strongly agreed (n = 3) that 

online focus groups are chosen over FTF focus groups when the cost of the research is 

given primacy over the quality of the results from the research.  Only 33 (25.8%) either 

disagreed (n = 30) or strongly disagreed (n = 3) with that statement.   

Table 38 

Analysis of Variance, Regression of Cost Benefit on Behavioral Intention to Use (BI) 

 
Source 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Squares 

Mean 
Square 

 
F - ratio 

Sig. (2 –
tailed) 

Regression 1 10.78 10.78 14.56 0.00 
 
Residual 
Error 

 
126 

 
93.22 

 
0.74 

  

Total 
 
127 

 
104.00 

   

 

An interesting finding is that outside of the primary constructs, the regression 

analysis of the cost (i.e., personal bias) statement on BI revealed a significant relationship 

in the model (F = 14.26, p = .00 < .05).  While the explained variation was only around 

10% (R2  = .104), this was an interesting potential additional construct to the model.  The 

beta coefficient for cost was -0.314, indicating that for every unit change increase in 
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agreement on the cost statement, BI would be expected to drop approximately one-third 

units. 

The open-ended questions were very helpful in providing insight to research 

question 4.  Of the 128 completed surveys, 106 participants answered the open-ended 

questions.   

Survey question 20 asked, “What essential elements of the market research 

process do you think you are gaining by utilizing an online focus group instead of a face-

to-focus group?”  The results are summarized below. 

Table 39 

Categorized Responses for Survey Question 20 

Classified Response Frequency 
Depth 3 
Breadth 7 
Efficiency (more concise responses) 10 
More Candor (Honesty of Responses) 17 
Higher Participation / Fewer Inhibitions 
due to less intimidation 

26 

Audience	  Diversity/Broadness	  &	  
Convenience 

38 

Lower Cost 29 
Speed in conducting research & analysis 50 
 

Overwhelmingly, respondents indicated speed in conducting the research was the 

primary gain.  This was followed by the ability to get to a more diverse audience because 

of the convenience of not having to travel to a specific location to participate.  Twenty-

nine respondents indicated lower cost of conducting the research as a benefit.  
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Only three individuals indicated that online focus groups provide greater depth of 

responses, and seven indicated that online focus groups yield greater breadth of 

responses.  Seventeen indicated there would likely be more candor and 26 indicated 

better participation due anonymity and less group intimidation.  One respondent stated:  

Participants may be more willing and comfortable to give their true opinions 

when responding online vs face to face. If they are quiet or introverted, they may 

be willing to participate online vs face to face.  Cost is definitely a benefit of 

online over face to face. 

Another respondent made the comment:  “I think where you are looking for 

honesty and a true environment where there is no intimidation, the anonymity of an on 

line group is very good!” 

Table 40 

BI Scores Associated with Specific Response Categories Associated with Survey Question 
20 (What is Gained by Using Online Focus Groups) 

    95% CI 
Response	   n Mean SD SE LL UL 
1)  Neither 
Increased 
Participation nor 
More Diverse 
Audience 
Mentioned	  

58	   2.36	   0.95	   0.13	   2.11	   2.61	  

2)  Diversity/ 
Broadness of 
Audience 
Mentioned	  

34	   2.41	   0.79	   0.14	   2.14	   2.68	  

3)  Higher 
Participation (Due 
to Anonymity) 
Mentioned	  

22	   3.00	   0.82	   0.17	   2.65	   3.35	  

4)  Both Increased 
Broadness and 
Participation 

4	   3.50	   0.58	   0.29	   2.92	   4.08	  
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Mentioned	  

 

Because the confidence limits between response 1 and responses 3 and 4 do not 

overlap, it can be inferred at a 95% confidence level, the population (as measured by BI) 

is different (higher) for those who viewed online focus groups as having the benefit of 

higher participation than those who did not identify that as a benefit (gain).  

Survey question 21 asked, “What essential elements of the market research 

process do you think you are losing by utilizing an online focus group instead of a face-

to-focus group?”  The results are summarized below. 

Table 41 

Categorized Responses for Survey Question 21 

Classified Response Frequency 
Depth 16 
Breadth 11 
Efficiency (more concise responses) 0 
Less Candor/Honesty because of 
anonymity 

3 

Participation 3 
Spontaneous Reactions prompted by group 
interaction 

39 

Non-verbal cues (i.e. body language or 
facial expressions) 

56 

Accuracy of results 4 
 

Interestingly, five times as many people (n = 16) indicated that there was a loss in 

the depth of responses as there was that indicated there was a gain (n = 3) in depth.  A 

few more people (n = 11) indicated there is less breadth in responses than those who 
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indicated there was a gain (n = 7) in breadth.  The extant academic research shows CMC 

and FTF methods to be equal in these measures. 

The most consistent response was that non-verbal cues were lost.  It is not clear 

what executives think they are losing by not being about to see facial expressions and 

body language, but it is clearly important.  The second item mentioned in a large number 

of comments (n = 39), was the loss of spontaneous reactions by group participants.   

Table 42 

BI Scores Associated with Specific Response Categories Associated with Survey Question 
21 (What is Lost by Using Online Focus Groups) 

 
    95% CI 
Response n Mean SD SE LL UL 
1)  Both Non-
Verbal Cues and 
Spontaneity 
Mentioned 

15 2.40 0.83 0.21 1.97 2.83 

2)  Non-Verbal 
Cues and Facial 
Expressions 
Mentioned 

41 2.51 0.93 0.15 2.22 2.80 

3)  Spontaneity 
Mentioned 

24 2.50 0.89 0.18 2.14 2.86 

4)  Neither 
Spontaneity nor 
Non-Verbal Cues 
Mentioned 

38 2.68 0.96 0.16 2.37 2.99 

 

Statistically, there was no difference between those who mentioned the loss of 

non-verbal or facial expression cues, or loss of spontaneity among participants, and those 

who didn’t mention either of those things.   

There were a lot of comments like the following from one respondent:  “Immense 

loss of the ability to engage people, read body language, more difficult to moderate. I'd 
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be much less confident in results.”  Another respondent said, “Emotion, innuendo and 

non-verbal cues are lost which sometimes leads to important follow-up and solid 

information that might otherwise not be extracted.”  Finally, a third respondent stated:  

I believe that a good moderator can read the body language of respondents to 

gauge if they may agree or disagree with something and be able to probe for 

deeper understanding.  I think you lose this important aspect of things, and while 

it may not be a quantum loss, at times, the esoteric nuances of a respondents 

answer or the potential “ah-ha” disagreement or agreement of another respondent 

could prove critical to success/failure.  Now, I understand that focus groups are 

early in the funnel of innovation, however, I have seen focus groups re-direct 

projects as a function of one or two people bringing up concerns or thoughts that 

nobody had thought of up to that point. 

Only one individual of the 128 who completed the survey said “very little, if 

anything” is lost by using an online focus group instead of a FTF focus group.  

Given the preponderance of qualitative evidence, and the fact that 73 of 128 

(57%) indicated a preference for FTF focus groups over an online approach, the author 

concluded hypothesis 4 was true.  CMC focus groups were perceived less effective than 

the FTF alternative. 

Summary 

Chapter 4 described the data collected, coding methodology, and data analysis for 

the study’s four primary hypotheses. The objective for determining whether or not the 

UTAUT model could be extended to executive decision making processes was supported.  

Perceptions regarding the effectiveness of and intention to use CMC focus groups relative 
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to FTF focus groups were examined.  Factors influencing intention to use the CMC 

methodology were investigated. The summary of findings is listed below: 

• The majority of executives surveyed prefer the FTF methodology over the CMC 

methodology. 

• Intention to use the CMC methodology could be explained using the UTAUT 

framework. 

• Of the four primary constructs in the UTAUT model, performance expectancy 

emerged as consistently the most influential factor in explaining behavioral 

intention to use. 

• Perceived ease of use and organizational compatibility were also significant in the 

base model, and social presence was significant in the presence of certain 

moderating variables. 

• Gender was found to have an influence on the relative strength of the primary 

constructs on behavioral intention to use, just as it had in other studies employing 

the UTAUT framework.  However, unlike prior UTAUT research, age was not 

found to interact significantly with the primary constructs. 

• Some company characteristics were also found to interact with the primary 

constructs, thus affecting the strength of relationship with behavioral intention to 

use.  

• An individual’s personal belief (predisposition) towards the technology appeared 

to have a significant effect on behavioral intention to use the technology.  This 

was observed with survey question 17 with regards to the belief that the reason 
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online focus groups are used, is when cost considerations are given primacy over 

quality of results. 

• The role/skill of the focus group facilitator/moderator is perceived as important, if 

not more so, in the CMC environment than in a FTF environment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

Computer mediated communications (CMC) as means of conducting focus groups 

for market research has been available for approximately 20 years.  Intuitively, it would 

seem that CMC would have distinct advantages over the traditional face-to-face (FTF) in 

terms of ease of conducting the research, cost of conducting the research, and the speed 

with which results can be analyzed for use in timely strategic decisions.  Given these 

perceived advantages, one would expect that CMC focus groups would be a preferred 

method of conducting market research over FTF methods.  This was not the case with 

respect to the executive decision makers in this research.   

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) has 

emerged from prior acceptance theory models including the widely studied and applied 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and 

Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT).  However, the applications of the UTAUT model 

have predominately been studied at the “user of the technology” level.   This study 

focused on the executive level decision maker, and his or her acceptance of the output of 

the technology-enabled solution.  In this case, the executives were not the users of CMC 

focus groups; that is, executives were not conducting or facilitating their own focus 

groups.  Instead, the executives were the recipients of the output of the focus group.  This 

study sought to learn if a modified form of the UTAUT framework would extend to the 

executive decision maker with similar results as have been observed at the user level. 
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Chapter 5 starts with an overview of the research.  That is followed by a detailed 

description of the research study, sample population, and findings.  Analysis for each 

research question is presented; the conclusions were based on statistical testing and PLS-

SEM model building and associated model diagnostics.  Limitations of this research will 

be discussed.  The author concludes with implications and applications of this research, 

as well as suggestions for future research. 

Summary of Study and Findings 

Numerous research studies have been conducted to study the comparability of 

online focus groups with FTF focus groups.  The vast majority of researchers conclude 

that focus groups conducted face-to-face and focus groups that are conducted online yield 

the same results in terms of depth of responses, breadth of responses, and number of 

unique responses (Brüggen & Willems, 2009).  Online focus groups have been shown to 

yield more equality in terms of participation among the participants, primarily because 

some participants feel less intimidated in an online forum versus a face-to-face setting 

(Brüggen & Willems, 2009).  Online focus groups have also shown the tendency to be 

more efficient in getting meaningful responses.  This is attributed to the fact that because 

the participant is usually typing the response, there is less of a tendency to go off on 

unrelated tangents.  Finally, online focus groups have the benefit of having the entire 

dialog captured verbatim.  There is no need for a facilitator and a scribe to convene later 

and discuss what was actually said.    

According to the most recent academic literature, online focus groups provide 

information for decision makers that is as good, if not better than, information gathered in 

a face-to-face venue.   
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The UTAUT model seeks to explain an individual’s reasoning for accepting and 

using new technologies as replacements for older methods.  Many studies examining the 

UTAUT model can be found in information technology, consumer electronics, Internet 

usage, etc.  All of the literature the author found, related to users, or potential users of 

these technologies.  

The first UTAUT model included the following primary constructs:  performance 

expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions (Venkatesh et 

al., 2003).   Gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use, were moderating factors 

included in the first model.  The output response was intention to use the technology.  

Venkatesh et al. (2003) concluded that the primary constructs with the incorporated 

moderating variables accounted for approximately 70% of the explained variance in 

intention to use.  This was reported to be significantly better than prior technology 

acceptance models that had explained between 17% and 53% of variance in intention to 

use. 

Over the years, the UTAUT model has gone through minor tweaks depending on 

the application studied.  Other primary constructs have been added and/or substituted in 

the model to fine-tune it for specific technologies and sample audiences.  Various 

potential moderating factors have also been tested.  Again, these were mostly technology 

and/or audience specific.  The UTAUT model has always proven itself relatively robust, 

generally accounting for between 39% and 75% of explained variance in intention to use.  

Since the sample population for this study was executive decision makers, and not 

the actual users of the technology, the author used a selection of four constructs that had 

appeared in prior research studies and adapted the survey statements to be appropriate for 
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an executive audience, while maintaining the essence of the original statement.  The 

constructs chosen for this study were performance expectancy (PE), organizational 

compatibility (OC), perceived ease of use (PEOU), and social presence (SP).   

The sample population consisted a cross section of marketing, market research or 

communications executives in companies that employed 300 or more people.  One-

hundred, twenty-eight individuals completed the online survey.  Gender was relatively 

evenly represented in terms of male and female participants.  Age representation ranged 

from the 25 - 34 grouping to the 75 or older grouping, and followed a normal distribution 

over the range.  Size of company in terms of revenue, whether the company was public or 

private, and whether the company was primary involved with B2B marketing or B2C 

marketing were all reasonably balanced and well represented in the sample data.  

A total of 12 hypotheses were tested using statistical techniques for non-

parametric data.  The first four hypotheses related to the contribution of the four primary 

constructs to behavioral intention to use (BI) online focus groups.  The next six 

hypotheses sought to determine effects on BI by the moderating variables as well as test 

to see if there were potential moderating effects on the primary constructs present. The 

hypothesis associated with research question 3 dealt with age as a predictor of BI, and the 

hypothesis associated with research question 4 addressed the intention to use online focus 

groups over FTF focus groups from a qualitative perspective.  

Based on the analysis conducted, the author found that the UTAUT model does 

extend to the executive decision-making realm.  Depending on which moderating 

variables were included in the model, explained variance in BI ranged between 47% and 

62%.  However, even though over half of the responses indicated that executives believe 
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online focus groups performed as well or better, had positive social presence attributes at 

least as often, and were over half the time perceived easier to use, the majority of 

executives (57%) indicated a preference for results attained from face-to-face focus 

groups. 

Conclusions 

The analysis for each research question and related hypotheses was based on 

utilizing the four primary constructs in what the author referred to as the base model and 

then testing for either main effects or moderating effects of the other variables. This 

analysis was done utilizing Minitab® version 16, SPSS® version 20, and SmartPLS® 

version 3.2.0. 

Research Question 1 

Which of the four primary constructs (social presence, perceived ease of use, 

organizational capability, performance expectancy), consistent with prior acceptance 

theory, contribute to explained variance in behavioral intentional to use CMC methods 

for conducting focus groups?) 

Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d were associated with RQ1, and there was one 

hypothesis statement per primary construct in the model.  The author utilized the 

SmartPLS® software for developing the path model with the four primary constructs.  

Behavioral intention to use (BI) was the response variable of interest. 

Model diagnostics were first examined.  According to Hair et al (2014), all of the 

composite reliability indices (CRI) should be over .7, the average variance extracted 

(AVE) values over 50%, and variance inflation factors (VIF) less than 5.0.  In the base 

model, all of the “model validity checks” passed the threshold criteria.   
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Performance expectancy (PE), organizational compatibility (OC), and perceived 

ease of use (PEOU) were found to be significant constructs in the base model.  Social 

presence was not found to be a significant construct in the base model. 

The explained variance in BI with this model was approximately 48%.  This level 

of R2 was consistent with other base models with no moderating variables in other 

UTAUT research.  

Also consistent with other UTAUT research, PE was the largest effect in the 

model.  This can be seen in both the magnitude of the coefficient and the f2 values in the 

model.  For reference purposes, f2 is determined by examining what happens to explained 

variance (R2) when the predictor factor is included in the model, versus explained 

variance (R2) when the factor is removed from the model.  Cohen (1988) provided 

guidelines for evaluating f2.  Values of .02, .15, and .35, respectively, represent small, 

medium, and large effects on the response variable.  For the base model, PE, OC, and 

PEOU had, respectively, f2 values of .22, .04, and .04.  This indicates that PE had a 

moderately large effect as a predictor of BI, while OC and PEOU had small effects by 

comparison. 

Research Question 2 

What moderating variables, consistent with prior acceptance theory, act in 

conjunction with the primary constructs on the behavioral intention to use CMC methods 

for conducting focus groups?  

Prior research indicated that gender, age, and past experience were moderating 

variables in the UTAUT models. The author included three company or organization 
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attributes he thought might also have an impact on the model parameters.  These 

variables were:  primary marketing type, strategy orientation, and company classification.  

Using primary marketing type as a moderating variable, statistical tests did not 

yield results for any of the path coefficients that were significantly different.  Thus, 

primary marketing type was eliminated for consideration in the final model.  

Including prior participation (i.e., experience) in the model yielded a statistically 

significant difference in the PEOU construct, indicating if the respondent had no prior 

participation experience in a focus group, perceived ease of use was a significant 

indicator of BI, whereas PEOU was not a significant indicator of BI if the respondent had 

prior experience participating. 

Differences in path coefficients were seen in SP when gender was introduced as 

the moderating variable, with females indicating significant consideration of the social 

presence construct in BI.  Males, on the other, had a single path coefficient significant, 

and that was performance expectancy.  Could this mean that males are only concerned 

with performance outcome of the process, and not the social interaction elements to the 

process?  Repeating this process with a narrower scope audience (i.e., just public 

companies or just service-oriented companies) with a balanced distribution of male and 

female respondents could possibly provide more clarity to this one. 

Two classifications of age (55+ and <55) were used to test for age as a 

moderating variable.  PE was deemed statistically significant in the path model for both 

classifications, however no statistically significant difference existed in any of the path 

coefficients.  This was a departure from what has been observed in prior applications of 

the UTAUT model.  It is possible that this was due to the fact that the respondents in this 
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research are not actual users of the technology being studied.  Thus, there may not be the 

fear of new technology by just being the recipients of the output, instead of having to use 

the technology for facilitation of the focus group.  It may be that executives, younger or 

older, are just concerned with results, and trust that the actual facilitators will be 

competent and comfortable in using the technology. 

When strategy was introduced as the moderating variable, the path coefficients for 

SP differed significantly, with service-focused organizations indicating that social 

presence influenced BI more than product-focus companies.  For product-focused 

organizations, PE was the strongest indication of BI, with PEOU and OC having 

moderate effects.  For the service-focused organizations, PE was still a strong indication 

of BI, but SP also had a moderate influence in that model. 

  Whether the individual was with a public or private entity mattered as well.  The 

path coefficients for OC differed significantly, with public entities indicating 

organizational compatibility influenced BI.  OC was not a significant path coefficient in 

the private entities.  The author speculates that publicly owned companies are perhaps 

more structured with internal controls than their private counterparts, and thus tend to 

take organizational alignment issues into greater consideration.  Again, further research 

to explain this difference is suggested. 

The combination of RQ1 and RQ2 led the author to propose the following as a 

theoretical model for the case presented. 
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Figure 9.  Proposed theoretical UTAUT framework for executive decision makers with 
regards to behavioral intention to use CMC methods for conducting focus groups in 
market research. 
 

 Explained variance (R2) in BI for the proposed model is expected to be between 

55% and 65%. 

Research Question 3 

How is the role of the moderator perceived in a CMC environment versus a FTF 

environment? 

Statement five in the BEHINT survey specifically asked the question; “In your 

opinion, relative to a face-to-face focus group, the experience level of the moderator 

conducting an online focus group is?”   

Eighty-two percent of the respondents indicated equal or greater importance of 

the facilitator in online focus groups over FTF focus groups.  This was a surprise to the 

author, given almost one-third (n = 47) of the respondents had indicated that the inability 
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to pick up on non-verbal cues and facial expressions was something one was losing if 

conducting a focus group online.  It is unclear exactly what is perceived as important 

about the focus group facilitator’s role in an online venue.  Certainly, the focus group 

facilitator is not able to visually observe the participants, so the author imagines other 

skills of the focus group facilitator must be highly valued. 

Research Question 4 

Are perceptions of executives regarding the comparability of CMC methods for 

conducting focus groups versus FTF focus groups consistent with the academic literature 

on the subject? 

Based on the responses to the questions about, what does one feel is gained and 

what does one feel is lost with regards to using online focus groups, the author feels 

strongly that most executives are unaware of comparison studies on the subject.  Still, it 

is hard to say definitively that executives believe CMC methods to be inferior to the FTF 

alternative.  The responses to the reflective statements in the survey indicated a near 

neutral bias on the subject.  However, when asked about preference as to how executives 

would like to see their future focus group results obtained, the bias was clearly in favor 

(57%) of the FTF approach. 

The perceived gains of breadth of audience, lower cost, faster results turnaround, 

and less inhibited participation, all very tangible and measureable benefits, could not 

overcome the perceived loss of reading body language and audience spontaneity.  The 

author feels the losses are much more difficult to quantify, and in fact, academic research 

does not support the notion there is an actual difference. 
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The strong agreement with the statement (Q17), “Online focus groups are chosen 

over face-to-face focus groups when the cost of the research is given primacy over the 

quality of results from the research,” was very telling.  The regression analysis between 

BI and the responses for Q17 indicated a significant and negative correlation.  The 

inclusion of this statement was the author’s attempt to introduce a personal belief or 

predisposed bias with regards to the CMC methodology.  There was certainly evidence 

that such a construct should be included in future research.     

Limitations of the Study 

This study had several limitations.  First, the sample population for this research 

was small relative to the overall population of marketing, market research, and 

communications executives.  The author hoped that by getting a somewhat randomized 

cross-section of the population, there would be a reasonably good ability to generalize 

results.  This cross-section was also needed to be able to test for the various potential 

moderating variables the author theorized might have interactions with the primary 

constructs chosen for modeling.  

For the two-sample comparisons, the author employed the use of the non-

parametric Mann-Whitney U-test.  This was done because the author considered the five 

point Likert scale employed to be an ordinal scale as opposed to an interval scale.  Non-

parametric tests do not provide the same level of statistical power, as do tests where the 

assumption of normality can be made. 

The sample sizes met the minimum criteria for building most of the PLS-SEM 

models. However, there were a few times when dealing with the moderating variable 

subgroups, an individual subgroup sample size dropped below 60.  While sample size 
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does not impact the probability of committing a type I error, it can greatly effect of 

committing a type II error.  There were a few occurrences when testing for differences in 

path coefficients, the p-value associated with the t-statistic was in the .05 - .10 range, and 

thus the path coefficients were assumed equal.  Ideally, the author would have like to 

have had sample sizes of close to double what was actually achieved. 

The participants in the survey were exclusively from North America.  Trying to 

generalize or extend the results of this research outside of the North American 

demographic is not recommended.  

Implications and Applications 

The author believes there are considerable implications and applications from this 

research.  This is first known extension of the UTAUT framework beyond actual users of 

the technology under study, to recipients of the output of the technology.  The recipients 

of the output have to be convinced that the results attained via the technology are as high 

in quality and reliability as results that would have been attained by traditional methods 

the technology is displacing.  This is especially true with the population studied here, as 

all participants were at a director, VP or higher level within their respective 

organizations.  

When various moderating variables were tested in the models, path coefficients of 

the primary constructs changed, sometimes considerably.  Of particular interest was the 

model that included gender as a moderating variable.  While gender did not have a 

significant effect on BI, the path coefficients of the primary constructs being used to 

predict BI were very different depending on the gender.  The only primary construct 

significant with male respondents was PE, while SP, PEOU, and OC were the significant 
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primary constructs with female respondents.  Also, the model for the female respondents 

appeared to be more robust, accounting for approximately 60% explained variance in BI, 

as compared to approximate 50% explained variance in BI for male respondents.   

Differences in path loadings depending on the levels of the different moderating 

variables occurred several times.  As such, companies that offer market research services 

would benefit from understanding the potential decision drivers for potential clients that 

may fall into specific demographic classifications. 

There was still a bias in preference towards FTF focus groups.  Seventy-three of 

128 respondents (57%) said they would prefer the majority or all of their focus groups to 

be conducted face-to-face.  So while the UTAUT model demonstrated adequate 

prediction regarding behavioral intention to use, the actual percentage of executives that 

want CMC methods used in the future was less than the author would have expected.   

There was an article that the author cited in the literature review that examined 

how school districts treat K-12 principals and principal candidates with online 

credentials.  Richardson, McLeod, and Dikkers (2011) revealed that even though the 

school districts themselves viewed online learning as a strategic imperative, many of 

those same school districts indicated they would not consider an applicant with an online 

degree.  “If the decision to hire was between two teachers, one with an online degree and 

one with a traditional degree, 99% of the principals reported that they would hire the 

traditionally trained teacher candidate” (Richardson, McLeod, & Dikkers, 2011, p. 354).  

In a similar article, Udegbe (2012) found that while graduates of online (distance 

learning) programs were quite satisfied with their education, only about one-third of 

potential employers exhibited favorable attitudes towards distance learning.   
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Richardson, McLeod, and Dikkers (2011) included a construct made up of 11 

reflective statements concerning personal belief (Cronbach’s alpha = .81).  Personal 

belief (or bias) was shown to have a significant effect on the perceptions of online 

credentials. 

In this study, the author attempted to develop a construct of personal belief.  

However, the Cronbach’s alpha was poor in the pilot study, and the construct related to 

personal belief was removed.   If a valid and reliable construct could be developed for 

this particular case, the author believes it could play a significant role in increasing 

explained variance in BI.  As a case in point, the author included a statement on the belief 

that “online focus groups are chosen when cost is given primacy over quality of results.”  

There was a high level of agreement with this statement, and the regression of this 

statement on BI provided evidence of its significance.  However, that was only one 

statement.  

There was evidence that for online focus groups, the role of the facilitator was 

deemed equally, if not more important, than in a face-to-face setting.  If this is true, 

market research companies should actually be promoting CMC methods more 

proactively.  There is little threat that CMC focus groups will require less facilitator 

expertise than the FTF alternative.  There is considerable academic support for the 

effectiveness of the CMC methodology.  In theory, it would seem that there could be 

more focus groups conducted for the same money, reaching a broader and more diverse 

audience of participants.  Provided executive decision makers could be made confident in 

the results of a CMC study, this should also be good news for the company sponsoring 

the research.  
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Future Research 

There are several recommendations for future research.  The first couple relate to 

the limitations discussed.  The author of this study intentionally cast a wide net in terms 

of the demographic, both personal and company characteristics, he was seeking.  This 

was done in hopes of testing the robustness of the UTAUT framework as a general 

technology acceptance theory at the executive decision maker level, and to see if various 

company characteristics may serve as moderating variables in the final path model.  

Future research may take a deeper dive in any one of the moderating variable levels, such 

as just B2B type companies or only privately held companies.  Because the overall 

research population sample size (n = 128) was low, it was difficult to study subgroups, 

and keep a large enough subgroup sample size to meet minimum path model construction 

recommendations.  

Also, because of the low sample size, it was impossible to examine higher order 

interactions between the moderating variables and primary constructs (e.g., SP x gender x 

company classification).  Future research could explore higher order interactions if larger 

sample populations are reached.  There is certainly a challenge with getting a large 

sample size of professionals at the executive level, who already have great demands 

placed on their time.  Overall response rates will probably be low unless the researcher 

has sponsorship from a professional organization.  

The author of this research studied only personal or company demographic 

variables.  There is likely the opportunity to explore the inclusion of psychological 

variables, especially from the field of cognitive dissonance theory.  Cognitive dissonance 

is the mental stress or discomfort experienced by an individual who holds two or more 
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contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values at the same time, or is confronted by new 

information that conflicts with existing beliefs, ideas, or values (Festinger, 1957).  This 

research revealed a large number of executives perceived CMC methods to be equally or 

more effective than FTF methods in a number of attributes, yet the majority of these 

executives still expressed preference for the FTF methodology.  This is an interesting 

phenomenon worth further exploration. 

Yet another path for future research could be to conduct a qualitative study to 

learn more about exactly what benefits executive decision makers believe they are getting 

by having the ability to see the so-called non-verbal cues and facial expressions.  

Academic research is unclear on how or if this information is ever used in reported 

results from focus groups, and even the qualitative comments in this research failed to 

provide measureable insights to its tangible benefit. 

Summary 

 This research surveyed 128 executives in marketing, market research, or 

corporate communications across a variety of personal demographics and types of 

companies.  The author wanted to test the extendibility of the UTAUT framework to 

executive decision makers, who were not actual users of the technology, but who were 

recipients of the output of that technology.  The author was able to establish validity of 

the UTAUT framework in this case, as well as propose a modified UTAUT framework 

for future research at the executive level.  While the UTAUT framework provided a 

reasonable level of eplanatory power in behavioral intention to use the technology, the 

overall preference for actual use of the technology was still quite low, leading to 
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opportunities to further explore the disconnect between belief in the technology and 

actual usage of the technology. 
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Appendix A 

BEHINT Questionnaire 

 
Directions:  The following survey instrument is going to be used for dissertation research 
in marketing leadership decision analysis.  The survey you are being asked to take 
contains 20 statements and/or questions regarding your knowledge, perceptions and 
opinions regarding market research, utilizing focus groups, that is conducted online, via 
the Internet, than in a traditional face-to-face manner.  The survey should take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete and your anonymity will be strictly maintained.  
 
Note:  A 5-point Likert-type rating scale accompanied each of the statements.  

SOCIAL PRESENCE 
SP1.  Relative to a face-to-face focus group, using an online focus group to conduct 
market research creates an environment for communication for the participant that is: 
“Much less intimidating” (=1) and “Much more intimidating” (=5) 
SP2.  Relative to a face-to-face focus group, using an online focus group to conduct 
market research creates an environment for communication for the participant that is: 
“Much less sociable” (=1) and “Much more sociable” (=5) 
SP3.  Relative to a face-to-face focus group, using an online focus group to conduct 
market research creates an environment for communication for the participant that is: 
“Much less personal” (=1) and “Much more personal” (=5) 
SP4.  Relative to a face-to-face focus group, using an online focus group to conduct 
market research creates an environment for communication for the participant that is: 
“Much less interactive” (=1) and “Much more interactive” (=5) 
 
PERCEIVED EASE OF USE 
PEOU5.  In your opinion, relative to a face-to-face focus group, the experience level of 
the moderator conducting an online focus group is: 
“Much less important” (=1) and “Much more important” (=5) 
PEOU6.  In your opinion, relative to a face-to-face focus group, assessing the quality of 
results from an online focus group is: 
“Much easier” (=1) and “Much more difficult” (=5) 
PEOU7.  In your opinion, relative to a face-to-face focus group, the ease of administering 
and online focus group is: 
“Much easier” (=1) and “Much more difficult” (=5) 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPATIBILITY 
OC8.  Using an online focus group to conduct market research is compatible with all 
aspects of my work. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
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OC9.  Using an online focus group to conduct market research is compatible with the 
way my company likes to conduct business. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
OC10.  Using an online focus group to conduct market research is compatible with my 
organization’s strategy. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
 
PERFORMANCE EXPECTATION 
PE11.  I would find results attained from online focus groups as useful for strategic 
decisions as results attained from face-to-face focus groups. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
PE12.  Using online focus groups would enable me to make informed strategic decisions 
more quickly that using face-to-face focus groups would allow. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
PE13.  Using online focus group results for strategic decisions would increase my 
productivity more than using face-to-face focus groups. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
PE14.  I am as confident in the results attained from an online focus group as I am with 
results attained in a face-to-face focus group. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
PE15.  Results attained via an online focus group are of the same or higher quality than 
results attained through a face-to-face focus group. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
PE16.  An online focus group does as good or better job of providing insights for 
strategic decisions than does a face-to-face focus group. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
 
Q17.  Online focus groups are chosen over face-to-face focus groups when the cost of the 
research is given primacy over the quality of results from the research. 
“Strongly disagree” (=1) and “Strongly agree” =(5) 
 
BI18.  Based on your knowledge of focus groups, please indicate your preference: 
“I would always prefer to conduct focus groups face-to-face” (=1) 
“I would prefer to conduct the majority of my focus groups face-to-face” (=2) 
“I view the two methods as comparable, so I have no preference” (=3) 
“I would prefer to conduct the majority of my focus groups online” (=4) 
“I would always prefer to conduct focus groups online” (=5) 
 
Q20.  What essential elements of the market research process do you think you are 
gaining by utilizing an online focus group instead of a face-to-face focus group? (Open 
ended) 
 
Q21.  What essential elements of the market research process do you think you are losing 
by utilizing an online focus group instead of a face-to-face focus group? (Open ended) 
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Q22.  Please choose just one of the statements that you feel BEST describes your 
organization’s primary strategy.  
“My organization wins against competitors because its products perform best.” 
“My organization wins against competitors because it has the best customer 
relationships.” 
“My organization wins against competitors because its prices are the lowest.” 
 
Q23.  What is your gender? 
“Female” or “Male” 
 
Q24.  What is your age? 
“Under 25”, “25 to 34”, “35 to 44”, “45 to 54”, “55 to 64”, “65 to 74”, and “75 or older” 
 
Q25.  Is your company public or private? 
“Public” or “Private” 
 
Q26.  Approximate company size: 
“Less than $500 million annual revenue”, “$500 million to $1 billion annual revenue”, or 
“greater than $1 billion annual revenue” 
 
Q27.  You work with primarily in what type of marketing? 
“Business to Business (B2B)”, “Business to Consumer (B2C)”, or “About equally in B2B 
and B2C area” 
 
Q28.  Have you ever participated in an online focus group? 
“Yes” or “No” 
 
Q29.  Have you ever facilitated/moderated any type of focus group? 
“Yes” or “No” 
 
Q30.  If you answered “yes” to the previous question, with what type of focus group you 
have you facilitated (check one or both)? 
“An online focus group”, “A face-to-face focus group” 
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Appendix B 

Informed Consent 

 
Testing Marketing Executives’ Perceptions and Behavioral Intention to Use Online 

Focus Groups in Place of Face-to-Face Focus Groups 
 

You are being asked to participate in a study regarding the use and acceptance of results 
of a technology enabled method replacing the traditional method. The purpose of the 
study is to better understand acceptance of results from a executive’s point of view. The 
study will focus on your perceptions and opinions. You will be completing a survey 
about your perceptions of online focus groups via SurveyMonkey. The survey will take 
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete.  
 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/GN6CZFX 
 
The author of the study is Don M. Owen, Jr., DBA candidate at Wilmington University in 
Delaware. I can be contacted regarding this study at 609-420-4278.  
 
The data collected from the survey are confidential. All the data are coded so as not to 
associate any individual with his or her data. There are no direct benefits or compensation 
to you for participating in this study.  However, if you wish to receive the results of this 
study at it’s conclusion, you may do so by indicating below.  
 
Please acknowledge agreement or disagreement with the above informed consent 
information.  
o I agree, and would like to receive a copy of the final analysis from this study 
o I agree, but I do not wish to receive a copy of the final analysis from this study 
o I disagree  
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Appendix C 

Summary Statistics for Behavioral Intention to Use (BI) 

 
     95 % CI 
Variable n M SD std error Lower Upper 
Gender         
   Female 60 2.57 0.91 0.12 2.33 2.81 
   Male 68 2.46 0.91 0.11 2.24 2.68 
Type of Entity         
   Public 86 2.49 0.88 0.09 2.31 2.67 
   Private 42 2.54 0.97 0.45 1.63 3.45 
Strategy Focus         
   Product-Oriented 68 2.43 0.89 0.11 2.21 2.65 
   Service-Oriented 53 2.62 0.85 0.13 2.36 2.88 
   Low Cost 7 2.43 0.79 0.30 1.70 3.16 
Annual Revenue         
   Less than 
   $500MM 

34 2.53 0.91 0.47 1.58 3.48 

   $500MM - $1B 20 2.35 0.93 0.21 1.91 2.79 
   Greater than $1B 74 2.54 0.88 0.10 2.34 2.74 
Primary Marketing Activities        
   Primarily B2B 61 2.59 0.86 0.11 2.37 2.81 
   Primarily B2C 42 2.60 0.94 0.15 2.30 2.90 
   About Equally 
   B2B & B2C 

25 2.16 0.90 0.18 1.79 2.53 

Prior Participation in a Focus Group       
   Have Previously 
   Participated 

70 2.56 0.88 0.11 2.35 2.77 

   Have Not 
   Previously 
   Participated 

58 2.45 0.94 0.12 2.20 2.70 

Prior Facilitation of a Focus Group       
   Have Previously 
   Facilitated 

72 2.35 0.83 0.10 2.16 2.54 

   Have Not 
   Previously 
   Facilitated 

56 2.71 0.97 0.13 2.45 2.97 

Note.  CI = Confidence Interval 
 


